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Wesley: A Man 
for All Seasons 
by Leon 0. Hynson 
"The Moral Influence of Wesley: Issues in Faith and Ethics"was 
the general theme of The Ryan Lectureship presented at Asbury 
Theological Seminary in September of 1983 by guest lecturer, Leon 
0. Hynson. 
In addressing this honored and venerable company of Christian 
scholars, one may at first wish for more brains than God has given to 
one man. The dinosaur Stegosaurus is thought to have had two 
brains (right hemisphere and left hemisphere?) - which led him to a 
considered response to every situation, slowing down the flow of 
stimuli through his brain, (thus making "half wit" a somewhat 
appropriate appellation). This apparent duplication of brains led 
someone to write of Stegosaurus: 
As he thought twice before he spoke, 
He had no judgments to revoke, 
For he could think without congestion 
Upon both sides of every question. 
I don't know whether he was a dialectical theologian or not, but 
surely he possessed the equipment. 
More appropriate to this occasion, I am cognizant of the lofty 
intelligence and spiritual motivation which informs and shapes lives 
and Christian calling in this seminary. It is a rare privilege and a high 
honor to take part in the challenge of these years of disciplined 
preparation. We have come to this moment before God with all the 
hope and imagination characteristic of those who are called of God 
to the diakonia of love. We belong to a city, to express our identity in 
Augustinian terms; a city in which we care for families, children, 
husbands or wives, aging parents, hungry, suffering, lonely people all 
around. A city, often "full of shadows without pity." 
Dr. Leon 0. Hynson is professor of Church History and Historical 
Theology at Asbury Theological Seminary. 
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Belonging to the city of God and of earth contains for us the 
possibility of a divided mind and spirit. However, the nature of that 
faith which flows from Jesus the Christ, a living and life-giving 
spiritual river flowing through us, is designed to make us fit for living 
in the world. Living in this world we are aware of its illusions 
' attractive in a compelling sense, yet empty. We are strangers, yet 
truly at home. As the Letter to Diognetus expressed it nearly two 
millenia ago, we are like the whole company of humankind, with the 
notable difference that we behave ourselves as those who have been 
adopted into a transforming relationship. Totally and happily 
human, we live out our humanity in relationships that are healthy 
and holy. 
This and much more is the fabric of an ancient message which was 
exemplified in the historical personality, Jesus of Nazareth, and as a 
treasure in earthen clay vessels in the lives of men and women who 
were renewed by the breath of His incomparable life. 
Mark Twain's book Life on the Mississippi is the story of the river, 
shifting, turning, riding high, falling low, bearing in its currents the 
power to carry great vessels, but often deceptive in its energy, 
especially in its undercurrents. 
So the church, like a river flowing down its compassed ways, the 
church of the Spirit has been borne along, always participating in all 
of contemporary history, shaping and being shaped, sometimes 
shifting its course, almost subterranean at certain points, but living. 
To know it at a particular stage of its journey we must know the river, 
ebb and flow, at other points along the way. We cannot understand 
this river by merely moving into its shallows with tentative step. We 
need to search out its origins, its history, its goal. 
How important is it to know the story of our Christian past? In the 
television series Roots (but not in the book), Kizzy attempts to 
explain to her son George why at the last moment she had cancelled 
her impending wedding to Howard. "George," she said, with tears in 
her eyes, "Howard wasn't like us. Nobody ever told him where he 
come from, and so he didn't have a dream of where he ought to be 
go in'." 
All of us are inheritors of this living river of the Spirit, as it has 
advanced to our time. We are debtors to those who have sought to 
know its power and move with its sweep across the ages. We are 
especially burdened with obligation to the crucial direction and 
correction which John Wesley gave to the church of his era. He was 
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aware of the history of the church in power and weakness; its 
splendor in mission; the church flawed by the allurements of earthly 
ambition; conscious of its continuity through persecution, applause, 
cynicism, intolerance, accommodation or retreat. The church 
possessed the Scriptures, the tradition, the liturgies, the Spirit, which 
made it possible for the church to be reformed and renewed, the 
church semper reformanda. For Wesley, the church would be 
reformed from within. And again, the world could be transformed 
from within, where salty Christians accepted the interaction and 
participation. For him, the church in the world is a church for every 
age and place. And he as one of its authenticators would become a "A 
Man for All Seasons." 
The appellation "A Man for All Seasons" used to describe the 
genius of Sir Thomas More aptly describes John Wesley, the leader 
of Methodism. Recognized universally as a skilled communicator of 
Christian faith and a gifted organizer of men and societies, he was far 
more. Increasingly, thoughtful interpreters are exposing the rich 
veins of theological ore found in Wesley's sermons, letters, tracts. 
and journals which cover a 60-year period. In the present century, a 
century dominated by theological giants, Wesley's influence has 
increased and now receives a hearing which could hardly have been 
imagined earlier. As he experienced an increasing acceptance in his 
own century, so his significance has grown in ours. Any interpreta-
tion of Wesley will show his theology and life as a resource for 
understanding Christian faith and practice. Those who allow 
stereotypes of Wesley to form their assessments of him (and the 
stereotypes are legion) will be deprived of great insights. 
Wesley was preeminently a practitioner of theological synthesis, 
drawing upon the rich variety of the Christian heritage. Trained in 
the classical disciplines at Oxford, and drawing upon the resurgent 
interest in the early church (which his century experienced), Wesley's 
mind and heart were prepared for the unique ministry he was to 
perform. In his reading and reflection he became a deposit of many 
tributaries. The primary source was the biblical tradition, especially 
the New Testament. Wesley described himself as homo unius libri, a 
man of one book. Another tributary was the Western church with its 
static and metaphysical doctrines of sin and salvation. Augustine was 
the primary resource for this dimension of Wesley's development. 
The Eastern church through Gregory of Nyssa provided a more 
dynamic theology, giving structure to a processive, spiritual doctrine 
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of sanctification. Medieval theology contributed a mystical style, 
an e_thics of imitation, of renunciation and surrender, especially 
mediated by Thomas a Kempis. The Reformation theology of so/a 
fide, best expressed by Luther, was mediated to Wesley by the 
Moravians. In the English Reformation, Wesley discovered Thomas 
Cranmer and his great work on the Book of Common Prayer, the 
Homilies, and the Thirty-Nine Articles of the Church of England, all 
of which opened his mind to the church being reformed (ecc/esia 
reformat a sed semper reformanda). This vision certainly contributed 
to his often expressed concern that the Methodists were raised up to 
reform the church and the nation. 
The Arminian divergence from Dutch Calvinism entered the 
stream of the Anglican consciousness in subtle ways. The way from 
Arminius to Wesley is largely unmarked, still awaiting the research 
that will show its progress. However it is evident that Arminianism 
received its most complete explication in the theology of Wesley. 
Wesley reshaped aspects of Arminian thought, asserting in his 
theology of sin the metaphysics of Augustine over the dynamic 
theology of Arminius. While Augustine defined original sin in 
virtually ontological terms, Arminius, resisting the terminology of 
"original sin" spoke of the deprivation (privatio)ofthe Holy Spirit in 
every descendant of Adam. Arminius was therefore more relational 
and dynamic in contrast to Augustine's static definitions. 1 
Pietist influences sharpened Wesley's commitment to religious 
toleration which was historically rooted in his Puritan forebears. 
When we read his political tracts, with their ringing appeals to civil 
and religious liberty, we are taken to an era in Wesley's own family 
heritage where the exile and persecution of both grandparents and 
great grandparents led to suffering and at least once to premature 
death. Wesley's concern for liberty is derived and borrowed from 
diverse sources. The writings of Sebastian Castellio, redoubtable 
opponent of Calvin, provided impetus for Wesley's commitment to 
religious toleration. Daniel Neal's History of the Puritans, written in 
the 1730s, sensitized Wesley to the Puritan struggle, while the English 
Act of Toleration (I 689) became the English landmark of progress in 
toleration. The Whig dedication to liberty which found a responsive 
chord in Wesley may also be demonstrated. 
There is more. Increasingly one may empathize with Albert 
Outler's counsel that the sources of Wesleyan theology are so diverse 
as to discourage all but the most determined.2 We should not 
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overlook the Anglican dedication to order and authority, manifest in 
the Homilies, and demonstrably the key to interpretations of 
sixteenth century English politics, especially Elizabethan politics. 
The Catholic and Anglican concern for tradition is present. The 
Puritan passion for devotion, summed up in William Ames, William 
Perkins, his grandfather Samual Annesley, and modeled in the 
Puritan diaries, may be recognized in Wesley's lifelong self-discipline 
in prayer and service. It has been suggested that the Puritan diaries 
were the struggles of the devout soul fixed in the script of the diary. 
Wesley's diary and journals were not confessions in the classical 
mode, but they offer an exceptional insight into the spiritual 
pilgrimage of a complex person. 
Jeremy Taylor and William Law became major influences in the 
young Wesley's spiritual development. Through their writings he 
learned that Christianity demands utmost earnestness, sincerity in 
intention, and purity of affection. 
What estimation should be placed upon the man Wesley, the priest 
of the Church of England with a passion for method? He is esteemed 
by many in many ways: as the evangelist who put his mark - God's 
mark - upon a nation. The genius of religious experience, who 
perceived the rational, emotional, volitional and other human 
powers as a holistic unity. The forerunner of the theology of 
experience made modern by Frederick Schleiermacher, the "father 
of modern theology." John Wesley, who saw most clearly the social 
character of the church, causing E. Gordon Rupp to credit him as the 
chief exponent of a fourth "mark" of the church - the church as 
community. The greatest Anglican theologian of his century, Outler 
nominates him. The catalyst of social reformation whose proclama-
tion of the worth of man in Christ took a major role in constructively 
channeling the explosive revolutionary forces of his time. Wesley, the 
man of superlative theological gifts, weaving a coherent synthesis of 
Christian thought without the torturous zigzags of some of the great 
systems. The theologian of the whole church whose theology may be 
taken as a model for ecumenical dialogue. Wesley forged a 
remarkably consistent theology in the issues of faith versus reason, 
theology versus anthropology, nature versus grace, faith or ethics, 
divine initiative versus human response, freedom or responsibility, 
law and grace, justification and sanctification. Thought was linked to 
life resulting in a dynamic style which avoids the hardening of the 
arteries of classical orthodoxy, the posture of a fundamentalism 
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which too confidently rests upon a verbalized faith as though it surely 
speaks the mind of God, or a liberalism which too glibly overlooks 
biblical faith. 
Unlike Augustine, Wesley developed a theology of nature which 
avoided the negations of the flesh and the material. Contrary to 
Pelagius, Wesley continually asserted the need for prevenient grace. 
Against Luther's inability to offer an adequate experiential sequel to 
his doctrine of justification, Wesley proposes a strong doctrine of 
sanctification. A corollary to this is Wesley's balanced emphasis on 
good works. In contrast to Calvin, Wesley offered Arminianism on 
fire, calling every man to the promise of salvation. 
Such theological contrasts and comparisons, though seemingly 
endless, represent only a part of the justification for a careful 
consideration of Wesley. Beyond his theology are a multitude of 
perspectives which make Wesley worthy of a serious hearing. What 
were his great strengths? How do we account for Wesley's 
extraordinary success in preaching and reform? Was he blessed with 
exceptional powers of communication? A commanding presence? A 
theological giant? A superlative biblical preacher? 
We may answer these questions with both yes and no. He could 
communicate. He did have a "presence" when he preached. 
Theologically, he was a skillful thinker who walked the tightrope 
between God's sovereignty and man's responsibility, faith and 
works, salvation as both initiation and process in Christian life. He 
was a folk theologian who spoke to the people, the simple and the 
wise, the rich and the poor. As an exegete of the truths of Scripture, 
he was competent enough to correct hundreds of problems in the 
King James Version (some 12,000 modifications), but astute enough 
to refuse to make critical study the end.3 His effort was always 
toward announcing the Good News. 
Although he was gifted in communication, his written sermons 
may lull all but the most zealous to sleep. His "presence" was that of a 
five feet, three inch, 126 pound man. As a theologian he engaged in 
debate for pages on end, until the reader is often irritated by his 
boring attack. He was impressed with his own logical training and 
gifts, dogmatic in some of his judgments, sometimes careless in his 
reading, caustic in certain assessments, and generally devoid of the 
kinds of humor which we have come to require from public speakers. 
Yet his speech was straightforward and understandable, his logic 
equal to his peers, his education superior to most, his compassion 
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strong for those in need, his social sense developed to a high degree, 
his awareness of the world of man and nature continually enlarging. 
In summation, he was an exceptional man, a man of God in whom 
the Spirit of God was a mighty force; a man whose spirit was enlarged 
to meet the needs of the day. As long as he lived Wesley never stopped 
growing. Process, growth, maturity, perfection, completeness, are 
words expressing key motivations for his life. He could change his 
theology, his politics, his ecclesiology, if he became convinced that 
his positions contradicted Scripture, sound practice, or observed 
reality. 
There are a number of discernible reasons why Wesley became an 
evangelist and reformer par excellence: 
Wesley's Experimental Method 
His powers of observation were keen. He was aware of nature as 
well as nature's God. He asked why moisture collected on carriage 
glass, answering that warmth from people condensed on the 
windows because the windows remained cooler. In 1748, he spoke 
concerning the effect of tea on his system, "I observed it [shaking of 
hand] was always worst after breakfast and that this ceased after a 
few days abstinence." He tested this with other people and found it 
held true. He advised drinking herb tea and using the money saved to 
feed or clothe the poor, proclaiming his concern for others. 
In his revival effort, Wesley saw persons falling in a faint. 
"'Enthusiasm!" screamed the sober gentlemen and ladies. 4 But 
Wesley weighed the phenomena like a phenomenologist, like a 
scientist testing the consequences of chemical reactions. 
The doctrine of perfection is another example. It has been 
demonstrated that while Wesley drew the doctrine of sanctification 
in its broad meaning and promise from Scripture, he based the 
structure of sanctification (second grace) on observed experience. 
The "substance" of it was biblical; the Wesleyan "structure" is 
experimental.5 (Substance refers to what sanctification is; structure 
refers to the process of attainment). How much this empirical 
approach reflected the rational spirit of the Enlightenment, or the 
sensationalism of John Locke, who argued that our thoughts are 
shaped by the senses - no innate ideas exist, or just a common sense 
approach, isn't easy to assess. He was a Lockean, believing in sense 
experience as the basis of thought, but beyond Locke he stressed a 
faith-sense which perceives the reality of the spiritual world. 
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Wesley Understood Human and Group Psychology 
Wesley's psychological perceptions were informed positively by 
Locke, and negatively by David Hume, Lord Karnes, and David 
Hartley. Hartley had expressed a proto-Skinnerian opinion that 
volitions depend upon the vibrations of the brain. Thus our actions 
are determined by the vibrations of brain fibers. The consequence of 
this, said Wesley, is to render "sin" meaningless. One man said: "I 
frequently feel tempers and speak many words and do many actions 
which I do not approve of. But I cannot avoid it. They result whether 
I will or not from the vibrations of my brain, together with the 
motions of my blood and the flow of my animal spirits." Another 
person compared his responses to the barking or biting of a dog. It's 
his nature to bark and bite. 6 
Wesley recognized the importance of physiological factors and the 
stimulation of environmental and cultural factors. He refused to 
permit these arguments to be used to avoid ethical responsibility. 
By holding to the Lockean perspective, but reconstructing it by use 
of the theological analogy of a faith sense, Wesley was able to 
recognize the forces which moved persons. He used this in his 
preaching, evoking emotional, volitional, and spiritual responses 
which led to decision, self-examination and motivated people to 
climb toward Christ's call to maturity. 
A cursory examination of his Journal shows Wesley's awareness of 
the mood of his hearers: 
May 7, 1760 - A large, serious, congregation 
May 9, 1760 - Several were in tears. 
May 12, 1760 - A civil congregation, "but there is no life in them." 
May 18, 1760 - All seemed to hear with understanding. Many 
deeply affected. 
June 1, 1760 - Some seemed cut to the heart. 
June 9, 1760 - Spoke to large congregation. The .. great part of them 
were as bullocks unaccustomed to the yoke, neither taught of 
God or man. ''8 
A Strong Moral Foundation 
Wesley understood the ethical motivations oflife. Against Francis 
Hutcheson he argued for the theological basis of the moral sense 
(conscience). As the result of prevenient grace, persons are morally 
aware, responsible beings. 
Wesley thus asserted a strong moral foundation for life. This 
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moral structure has been perverted by some Wesleyans who have 
made Christian faith a set of moralisms. Wesley avoided that by his 
insistence upon the doctrine of/ides caritateformata(faith active in 
love) and a balance of Spirit with letter. Wesley knew that the 
Christian life grows not by constriction or restriction, but by spiritual 
nurture. He knew very well that growth is always structured but that 
structure alone is skeleton without flesh and blood and breath. 
Expressed theologically, we need to preach law and grace. 
Wesley's ethical message was as thoroughly social as it was 
individual. His doctrine of love was at the heart of his lifelong effort 
to reform the nation and the church. 
Wesley Broke Class Barriers 
He had a special ability in establishing dialogue with persons of 
many classes. The Revival was powerfully at work among the poor, 
yet Wesley addressed the rich and the educated as well. His "Earnest 
Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion" was addressed to cultured 
men, persons of liberal education. In it Wesley employs over-
whelmingly logical arguments, supplemented by earnest appeals, to 
win a decision of the heart and will. The" Appeals" are evangelism to 
the upper classes - English gentry and intellectuals. But his special 
appeal was to plain men and he really communicated. "Plain truth 
for plain people" was his dictum, his guiding principle. Dr. Samuel 
Johnson, one of the great literary figures in eighteenth century 
England, wrote that the clergy "in general did not preach plain 
enough" and that the common people were "sunk in languor and 
lethargy" and remained unimpressed by the "polished periods and 
glittering sentences" which "flew over their heads. ''9 Plain truth is a 
good principle but it isn't easy for an educated person to manage. 10 
Wesley's Flexibility 
He was flexible in the structures and institutions he created and 
employed. Field preaching was one of his earliest departures from 
tradition. Wesley adapted this mode from George Whitefield who 
had learned it from Howell Harris and the Welsh evangelists. Wesley 
scorned and repudiated canon (church) law which in the good name 
of church order fostered stagnation in the spread of the Gospel. He 
gently asserted that the Sermon on the Mount was a rather 
convincing precedent for field preaching. 11 
The formation of the Methodist societies was a resort to a familiar 
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exercise in the England church. At the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, a number of religious societies had been formed for various 
purposes, particularly for spiritual reform as well as for spreading the 
message by the spoken and written word. Most prominent were the 
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts founded 
in 170 l, under whose aegis Wesley came to America in 1735, and the 
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge founded in 1698. In 
London alone some forty societies were meeting in 1700. 
Wesley fashioned the Methodist societies to be a reforming presence 
within the Church of England. They were not to be considered as a 
"gathered church" or a church at all since they lacked one essential 
ingredient of a church, the offering of the sacraments. They were 
conceived to bring about reform in the lives of men and women, hence 
in the church. Wesley's later years reveal a sharply deteriorating re-
lationship with the Church of England. Perceiving an unfulfilled need 
for clergy in America, he ordained Thomas Coke, Richard Whatcoat 
and Thomas Vasey and sent them to minister to the Americans. This 
action was based upon his pragmatic reading of Scripture, influenced 
by Lord Peter King, that no distinction need be made between a bishop 
and a presbyter. 
Probably the symbolic act which severed Methodism from the Anglican 
Church was the registration of his chapels under the terms of the Act of 
Toleration. The Act of 1689 had permitted dissenting bodies to worship 
legally provided that they registered with the civil authorities. After a long 
succession of persecutions, Wesley took the step of registering his chapels 
to gain protection from the mobs. The legal effect of this action was to set 
Methodism apart as a dissenting church. Wesley's appeal to William Wil-
berforce is poignant in its call for religious toleration. 12 
In summary, the ability of Mr. Wesley to take extraordinary steps 
in order to accomplish his mission to the whole world is recognized. 
He modified means to ends as long as both the means and ends were 
consistent with God's glory. 
Wesley's Political Sense 
He possessed an acute political sense of what shaped the needs and 
motivations of the people. He knew their economic and social 
problems, their poverty, hunger, wealth, or depression. When 
observers said there was a population decline; Wesley said there was 
an increase. He was correct, as the twentieth century economic 
historian T.S. Ashton asserts.13 
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Wesley disclaimed any political competence or interest. Yet he 
continually contradicted that stance by political action, appeals to 
leaders, and advice to citizens. And he was frequently found in the 
political arena, especially during the American Revolution. This 
great-grandson and grandson of politically active Puritans - John 
White, Samuel Annesley, Bartholomew Wesley - and the son of 
Susanna and Samuel, who held differing political viewpoints, could 
hardly avoid politics, and he didn't. While avoiding the involvement 
of a Walpole, Townshend, Grenville or Pitt, he exerted political 
influence in other ways, so that many would say of him: "What right 
does a minister have to mix religion and politics?" Wesley's larger 
response: "There is no holiness but social holiness. You can't be a 
solitary Christian!" 
Wesley's View of Human Nature 
He had a realistic assessment of human nature that contrasted with 
the prevailing romanticism of the earlier part of the eighteenth 
century with its stress on the reasonable man. During the second half 
of the century the philosophers and poets began to look at the other 
side of human nature. But the Revival touched the lives of simple 
people not influenced immediately by Romantic visions. Life was too 
starkly painful for them to be Romantics. The Revival became the 
realistic religious alternative to Romantic optimism, building upon 
the biblical themes of sin and salvation. John Walsh has written 
brilliantly about the Evangelical Revival in England. 14 Walsh 
suggests that in every Protestant country there are religiously-
minded folk who yearn for vital, experiential religion. 
In the early eighteenth-century Church of England this type 
of spirituality was not catered to be either of the two 
dominant theological systems, the Latitudinarian and the 
High Church, and was actively discouraged by contem-
porary prejudice against "enthusiam." The sermons of the 
1720s, 1740s, and 1750s are predominantly (if safely) 
controversial (against Deists, Papists, or Enthusiasts) or 
ethical (concerned with philanthropic enterprises like the 
charity schools) or sonorously pastoral. They offer to the 
layman little clear-cut, dogmatic content. They speak little 
to the soul concerned with the great themes of sin and 
salvation; they have little appreciation of the tragic element 
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in life. There was, in short, what one might call an 
"ecological gap" which needed to be filled. 
Wesley's theology after Aldersgate was characterized by the 
ultimately salvific note of a remedy for the "leprosy of sin." The 
dominant Wesleyan theological stance would not be "pessimism of 
nature" but an "optimism of grace. "IS 
Wesley's Administrative Talent 
He was gifted in the administration and organization of the 
movement. The development of a spiritual cadre of laymen and 
women and ordained ministers shaped the lives of thousands. The 
societies and bands provided the structure for penetrating the world 
- the place where the mission takes place. The societies were 
disciplined (they represent the church under orders). To become a 
member of the society, one need only desire to flee from the wrath to 
come. To continue, one need only to become perfect - in love. If 
spiritual deterioration and neglect began to prevail, Wesley would 
purify the body. He knew the frustrations of leadership, that one may 
more easily perform certain tasks than delegate, pursue, review and . . review agam. 
Wesley's Commitment to Social Reform 
Finally, he was committed to the vision of reform, of social 
transformation. The Wesleyan movement was self-consciously a 
reform movement. When in 1745 Mr. Wesley and others in his 
societies conversed about the divine "design" in raising up Methodist 
preachers, they emphasized reform, both social and ecclesiastical, 
and the preaching of scriptural holiness. That simple statement of 
their mission was expressed by a conjunction - reform and 
preaching. Whether Wesley intended to convey the sense of a causal 
relation through use of the conjunction is not clear. There is 
suggestion enough in his larger writings to claim that there is such a 
relation envisioned in the goals of Wesley and his Methodists. This 
means that for Wesley the doctrine of salvation, defined by the full 
ordo salutis, is a crucial foundation of his reform efforts. By 
reforming the nation and the church, Wesley is defining the work of 
the Christian ministry in effecting personal and social trans-
formation. 
Reform means that the full range of God's saving will for the world 
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is being enfleshed in the persons and institutions of the world. 
"Salvation" is a comprehensive word, describing all of God's 
restoring work for individuals, societies, the world, ar.d the universe. 
For Wesley social reform takes place in the heightened moral context 
wrought by God's saving work in the world. The reform of nation 
and church is surely borne along by the proclamation of "scriptural 
holiness" with all of the soteriological breadth which that term 
includes for Wesley. 
In several of his writings, Wesley presents the lineaments of his 
ethics of reform. In his work, "A Farther Appeal to Men of Reason 
and Religion," he describes his conflict with the Church of England 
over Methodist reform efforts. He argues that his is a movement 
toward the reformation of mankind. 
By reformation, I mean the bringing them back ... to the 
calm love of God and one another, to a uniform practice of 
justice, mercy, and truth. With what colour can you lay any 
claim to humanity, to benevolence, to public spirit, if you 
can once open your mouth, ... against such a reformation as 
this? 
Wesley then asks about the impact of his message on the lives of 
people: 
Are they brought to holy tempers and holy lives? This is 
mine, and should be your, inquiry; since on this, both social 
and personal happiness depend, happiness temporal and 
eternal. 16 
In this analysis of Wesley's ethics, attention is focused on 
the developed theological and practical ethics by which Wesley's 
moral influence impacted the nation and church. He may be seen in 
the tradition of the reformers, continuing their reforming task in 
society. Indeed Wesley in his sermon "The Mystery oflniquity" gives 
credence in the claim that he recognized the continuity of Methodism 
with the earlier Reformation. 
The Reformation itself has not extended to above one third 
of the Western church .... Indeed many of the Reformers 
themselves complained, that 'the Reformation was not 
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carried far enough.' But what did they mean? Why, that they 
did not sufficiently reform the rites and ceremonies of the 
church. Ye fools and blind! to fix your whole attention on 
the circumstantials of religion! Your complaint ought to 
have been the essentials of religion were not carried far 
enough! You ought vehemently to have insisted on an entire 
change of men's tempers and lives . ... 
Wesley asserts that the "whole world never did, nor can it this day, 
show a Christian country or city." The sermon concludes with the 
grand hope "that the time is at hand, when righteousness shall be as 
universal as unrighteousness is now. "17 
For Wesley, the Christian life-style leads to world involvement -
not withdrawal. This life-style is a Christian integration which 
accentuates the potential of Christ's Word to change the world. 
Never a utopian vision, Wesley's realistic union of reform and 
perfection offers a way of hope without perfectionist illusions. 
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the Moral Life 
by Leon 0. Hynson 
It has been suggested that Methodists are short on theology and 
long on good works. Some react angrily to this and others respond 
with pride.John Wesley knew that the relationship between faith and 
works can be constructive or it can be misused. He spoke of one man 
whose ethical measurements were decidedly narrow on both faith 
and practice. He writes in his journal, "I talked with one [who] by the 
advice of his pastor very calmly and deliberately beat his wife with a 
large stick till she was black and blue from head to foot. It was his 
duty so to do, so he said, because she was surly and ill-natured and 
that he was full of faith all the time he was doing it and had been ever 
since. " 1 Now that's the sort of thing John Wesley faced. I pray that 
you shall never have to. 
On a surface reading, Wesley has appeared to focus on warm-
hearted experience to the neglect of reflective thinking, but in reality 
he tested experience by an intensive examination of its validity 
through Scripture, tradition, and reason. Most of you are aware of 
the Wesley quadrilateral - Scripture, reason, tradition, experience 
- and the way in which Scripture challenges these other criteria of 
evaluation and authority as well as the ways in which Scripture can 
be interpreted and illuminated through these sources. Few, however, 
recognize that Wesley, that man of evangelical zeal, was also such a 
thinker of profound and sturdy proportions. This led him to an 
extensive cross-examination of life's issues in which Scripture, 
interpreted by a hermeneutic of love with a tough-minded 
commitment to its teaching and always alert to the analogy of faith, is 
set alongside tradition and reason to assess the contours and 
direction of experience. 
Wesley, however, was a good theologian of a somewhat different 
bent than the classical figures who created their Summas, their 
The second lecture of the Ryan Lectureship held at Asbury 
Theological Seminary, September 27, 1983. 
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Sentences, or their Dogmatics. Outler has described him as a folk 
theologian. 2 I would choose to call him a theologian of the Christian 
life or moral life. He was continually aware of the ways in which the 
church impacts the world and the world impacts the church. He 
recognized the way in which the world changes the church until the 
world becomes the transformer of the church, rather than the church 
the transformer of the world. 
I do not want to de-emphasize here his commitment to orthodoxy 
or doctrine in order to magnify his emphasis on Christian practice, 
but I believe it is true that his reflective life centered upon the 
ordering of ethical priorities, offering principles for living, 
addressing social issues and so on. In his mind holiness is fleshed out 
more in social life, than in contemplative life. The context for 
practicing holy living is found in the world where people practice 
selfish living, where the sick are found, where the prisoners, the 
enslaved, the unjust, or those who shape society are located. Wesley 
argued against the "holy solitary," the one who goes away from the 
world in order to make his or her peace with God, for he suggests that 
the holy solitary is as much an anomaly as a holy adulterer. Some 
people are surprised that Wesley placed this statement about social 
holiness in the preface to his and Charles' collection of Hymns and 
Sacred Poems published in 1739.3 I believe this shows that the 
spiritual life and the earthly, common life linked together are part of 
the fabric of human wholeness as far as Wesley was concerned. I 
believe it also signals that at an early stage in his theology he adjusted 
his ethical priorities from the Catholic conception of love forming 
faith to the Protestant concept of faith which works through love, so 
that faith comes first and love flows out from faith. 
In any event, Wesley is concerned not to develop a one-sided, 
imbalanced emphasis on any aspect of the faith. In recent years 
Wesley's view of the order of salvation, in which prevenient grace 
initiates confession and repentance and leads to salvation, sanctifi-
cation, and glorification, has been questioned by some persons. They 
have argued against Wesley's use of the ordo salutis because they 
claim there is no adequate place in it for the doctrine or theology of 
creation. But by the use of the doctrine of ordo salutis, one finds a way 
from one stage of salvation to the next. By using that, Wesley 
preserves us from becoming sectarian in our interests so that we only 
focus upon one theological stance or position. This shows that all of 
life is linked together by interconnecting sinews, and so it is possible 
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to avoid the damage inherent in some theologies when they are 
removed from the whole pattern of salvation. We in the Wesleyan 
heritage have not escaped the problems which flow from the 
distortions and imbalance from theological interpretation. 4 
The Moral Life 
I would like to consider more specifically the ways in which Wesley 
works out his concept of the Christian life, the moral life of a 
Christian. I claim it may be done through the development of 
trinitarian theological ethics in which there is a focus upon God as 
creator who has created us in His image with the ability to perceive 
what is right and wrong, with the power of conscience, and with the 
gift of perception that natural law, conscience and reason make 
possible. In other words, we are able to understand some things 
despite the deprivations of the Fall. We are able to perceive what it 
means to do what is right and good. We are not without guidance in 
this dark world. Wesley follows this theology of creation with a 
Christological concept which focuses on salvation, grace, the 
imitation of Christ, the reconciliation of human life, of humanity 
before God, and reconciliation between ourselves and others in the 
world. 
Further, I assert that Wesley's ethics contains a pneumatological 
dimension; it is an ethics of the Holy Spirit. He develops very 
profoundly the Christian dynamic for social transformation. It is 
clear that if we want to live as Christians in the world, we must have 
the power which enables us to live out the meaning of the Christian 
life in the world. 
Ethics of Creation 
Consider now the ethics of creation in line with the delineation of 
the Apostle's Creed: "I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker 
of heaven and earth." An ethics of creation, an ethics of the first 
person or the Father, is so-called because it focuses upon what God 
has done for us in the creation. God Himself exists as the one holy 
soverign God of all creation. God has established the moral universe 
wherein His holiness is regulative of every relationship. Man is the 
centerpiece of that universe (I speak of Man as male and fem ale). 
Wesley does speculate about the great chain of being, but his real 
interest is in the sphere of human conduct under divine super-
intendence and providence. The concept of the creation in the image 
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of God is important for Wesley, and it is a principle that shapes his 
theological ethics throughout his life. Never, even in his most 
negative assessment of Man, does Wesley forget the gift of God in 
creation. 5 It is impossible to be faithful to Wesley's theology and to 
consider Man as being worthless, or a worm, or having a life which is 
meaningless. It is necessary for us to appeal to his doctrine of 
prevenient grace as the principle by which he insists that, though the 
Fall has come and we have all lost the moral image of God, the 
righteousness of God in us, there remains in us a depth of human 
value that cannot be eroded by the Fall. Anyone who appeals to the 
Fall of humankind to diminish human value is not appealing to 
Wesley or to Wesleyan thought, for despite the loss of so much in the 
Fall, we are not deprived of the image of God. God is holy. Holiness 
describes absolute worthfulness. We have lost God's righteousness 
but, still bearing the image of God in freedom, rationality and 
government, we possess worthfulness beyond our imagination 
because we remain the creatures of God. The concept of imago Dei, 
or the image of God, describes humanity's constituent reality. 
In your theological studies you may have encountered the concept 
of the Roman Catholic Church that God created Man, male and 
female, in their full humanity and then subsequently added grace to 
them, the principle of donum super additum. The Wesleyan heritage 
(you may discover this in the Methodist theologians of the nineteenth 
century) developed the principle that God did not add the Holy Spirit 
or righteousness to our basic humanity but that righteousness is part 
of that humanity. In the loss of the Holy Spirit, or what James 
Arminius described as the privation of the Holy Spirit, we lost moral 
righteousness but we have not lost that which God granted us in 
terms of human value and worth. 
What is it in Wesleyan theology that holds us before God in value, 
meaning, and worth? It is the doctrine of prevenient grace. Without 
grace we would have forfeited the value given to us in creation, but 
now because of prevenient grace all that God gave in creation is 
reaffirmed. Prevenient grace begins the drive toward the perfection 
which God gave and intended in the creation. Prevenient grace picks 
us up where we have fallen and bears us along toward the goal. The 
ethical significance of the concept of prevenient grace suggests the 
affirmation of the goodness of creation. Grace affirms fallen 
humanity. Grace affirms the value of deprived and depraved human 
life. Grace promises restoration. Holiness was forfeited, but we shall 
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be made new by faith in Jesus Christ. Human abilities were impaired. 
Grace renews and sanctifies. Even the earth, groaning under its 
inexplicable subjection to suffering because of humanity's self-
enslavement, will again know the liberty of the children of God 
(Romans 8). Grace proposes all the potential for value which 
sinfulness diminished and threatened but could not destroy because, 
as we believe, grace is stronger than sin. 
Now in the concept of a theocentric or theological ethics, one may 
focus upon natural law, the way by which one understands what 
ought to be done, the power of reason to sort out what is right and 
wrong for us in life, and what is expected of us under God. The gift of 
conscience is an aspect of a theological ethics by which we are able to 
perceive the lines of moral direction for our lives. This does not mean 
we understand perfectly what we ought to do, but we understand 
enough in order to develop a moral life even outside of salvation. It is 
possible for an ethical style to be developed in persons outside Jesus 
Christ because natural law is an operative force in our universe and 
because all mankind is graced with the gift of conscience. Since it is 
possible for those outside Jesus Christ to develop an ethical style and 
understanding, which strives toward social transformation, surely it 
is far more the case that Christian believers have in their hands the 
power to change the world. 
From the perspective of personal ethics, the implications which 
flow from Wesley's understanding of natural law and conscience are 
as follows: Persons are conscious of the quality of their thoughts and 
deeds, and are morally responsible for that which they know. At the 
level of theological ethics, Wesley would insist on the recurrent 
failure of humanity to adhere to the right way even when it is clearly 
known. In the undergirding of prevenient grace lies a possibility for 
pursuing the goals of goodness revealed by the insights of conscience. 
In the sphere of political ethics, the claim is made that individual 
conscience perceives its inherent dignity and priority over the will of 
the state, the church, or other extraneous powers, significant as they 
may be. Above all of these, the conscience answers to God. That is a 
Wesleyan stance and it is an assertion of the exalted possibilities in 
humanity and of the denigrations which occur to persons when the 
right of conscience is It is impossible for us to be the truly 
human beings that God has called us to be when someone else 
deprives us of the right of life and liberty. That's the kind of argument 
Wesley developed so profoundly in his attack against slavery when 
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he said it is impossible both for the slave and the slaveholder to be 
truly human when they exist in that kind of relationship. You can't 
develop your humanity when you are enslaved, when something 
keeps from you the freedom to worship God. Wesley will even go so 
far as to say that even if you are wrong in following conscience -
even if conscience is so distorted that it misunderstands the way to go 
- you and I do not have the right to coerce someone else against 
conscience. But we have the right and the mandate to teach them the 
right way to correct their confusion of conscience. 
Ethics of Salvation 
In Christological ethics, Wesley is primarily concerned with the 
question of grace and salvation. When he speaks of grace, he is 
suggesting that the ethical possibilities for humanity after the Fall 
were sharply changed. Christian ethics reaffirms the promise of 
creation ethics. Christian ethics is grounded in the grace of God 
revealed through Jesus Christ who is the Way, the Truth, and Life 
and through whom came grace and truth (John I: 17). 
While creation began with the divine initiative and the raw 
material of the universe came by His command, the soteriological 
process began with a different product. Now defaced and defiled, 
rebellious and discordant, humanity requires another act of God. 
The saving acts of God are consummated in Jesus Christ. In Christ, 
the totality of human experience is recapitulated, but whether with 
creation or salvation the initiative belongs to God whose will is made 
known to us to the end that we may assume our moral responsibility. 
Persons are no less morally responsible because of the Fall, although 
Adam sought to shift the blame from himself to Eve (a recurrent 
pattern in our history) and to God. God confirms the guilt of Adam 
and Eve and affirms that Man is morally sensitive and responsible. 
Emil Brunner has taught us: God speaks to us, and we respond. 
"Adam, where are you," and Adam says, "we hid from you?"6 Alone 
among the creatures, man is spoken to and responds. He is 
responsible. 
In Christological ethics there is the concept of faith which works 
through love. The theme is of primary interest. Wesley said in his 
"Earnest Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion" that he had a few 
favorite tenets that he expressed. 7 Wesley believed that the principle 
of faith which works through love is a key principle. As you know he 
adopted that from the Epistle to the Galatians. He declares that "in 
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Christ Jesus," the thing that counts is faith which works through 
love. The "in Christ Jesus" gives this whole dimension its 
Christological reference. Wesley shows us both the priority of 
evangelical faith and the subsequent certainity that faith nurtures 
and is nurtured in love. First faith, then love. Faith is energized in 
love or works through love. I would like us to consider how this 
worked out in Wesley's own experience. The theological pilgrimage 
of Wesley provides a continuing company of fellow travellers with a 
fascinating example of autobiography as theological reflection. Our 
effort points up the way in which Wesley's theology linked the life of 
faith, justification and sanctification together with the life of service 
and love to mankind. In other words, his theology and his ethics are 
inseparable. 
Wesley's union of theology and social ethics is demonstrated with 
clarity in the way in which he worked out the Christian life in his own 
experience. More precisely, an understanding of his doctrine of 
sanctification brings to light the living connection between the holy 
life lived before God and the neighbor. To Wesley the Christian life is 
summed up in a convergence of the love of God and man loved by 
God. He summed up the doctrine of Christian perfection as loving 
God with all of the heart and soul and mind and strength, and to 
love our neighbor as ourself. To be a Christian is to be immersed in 
the life of God and the experience of our neighbor. To choose 
between the vertical and horizontal dimensions, either to love God or 
to love Man, is not an option. For life lived for God is always an 
earthly life - an incarnation of God in the believer in the world. 
Wesley was unwilling to divorce faith and ethics. His manner of 
working out their connections provides us with a personal, 
existential portrait of a person who labored to realize the whole duty 
of man, to flesh out this realization in human relationships. 
The study of Wesley' theology and ethics makes poignantly clear 
the early link between his Catholic theology and social ethics and the 
later ties between his evangelical theology and his social ethics. To 
state it differently, Wesley's social ethics was never separated from 
his theology of Christian perfection. There is, however, a difference 
in the priority followed in working out this relationship. It is not, I 
believe, an oversimplification to suggest that this may be 
schematized into "before Alders gate" and "after Aldersgate." What 
this means is that after 1738 Wesley saw the relationship between 
faith and ethics in a different way. Before Aldersgate, Wesley's 
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approach was essentially Catholic. After it, the relationship was 
perceived in an evangelical sense. Now lest this appear to be a matter 
of theological semantics - an ivory tower exercise in beating the air 
- we must indicate the practical significance of the question. 
Wesley's belief prior to Aldersgate had the practical effect of shaping his 
relationship by faith to God and to Man (social ethics). Before 
Aldersgate, Wesley's social ethics grew out of a deep concern to save 
his own soul. After Aldersgate, he was motivated by the power of a 
new affection and gave himself to others out of the love that he came 
to know in Christ. Before Aldersgate, he sought sanctification apart 
from the grace of justification. To be a Christian one strives for the 
holy life through prayer, fasting, pilgrimages (in his case to Georgia) 
and service to the sick, poor, and imprisoned. The Holy Club was 
indeed a center for social ministry as well as a life of prayer. In his 
reading of those serious volumes entitled The Serious Call to Devout 
and Holy Life, or Holy Living and Holy Dying, or The Imitation of 
Christ, which had so much to do with his early thinking, especially 
in 1725, he was inspired by the vision of a pure life where 
motivations are unmixed. How do we achieve such a life? By 
struggling up the lonely ascent to holy living. The aspirant is adorned 
by personal reformation in order to be accepted by God. Sam Jones, 
a Southern Methodist preacher, expressed this Pelagianism by 
arguing that we may help ourselves toward God by quitting our 
meanness. If we will do this we can come to the place where God will 
accept us. The answer of our faith is that we don't have the power to 
quit our meanness. It is only when the grace of God is operative that 
that becomes possible. Wesley tried to attain the meaning of the 
Christian life through personal effort before Alders gate. Albert 
Outler calls this a "gospel of moral rectitude." I would call it a gospel 
of human effort. Wesley had learned it from his church and home in 
his early years. It may seem surprising to suggest that Wesley was 
Pelagian, believing in a self-help salvation, but not when we consider 
that the essential theological climate of the Church of England in 
Wesley's era was saturated with that kind of teaching. Bishop 
Cannon has made clear that the work of English Bishop George Bull in the 
seventeenth century had so shaped the thinking of the Church of 
England that people believed preparation must be made as a bride 
adorns herself for her husband. Thus, presenting oneself to God in 
beauty and radiance, God will say, "Now you are fit to be mine." It 
was this atmosphere of self-realization that Wesley in his early years, 
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especially from 1725 to 1738, tried to work out a sacrificial life. The 
social ethics of Wesley in this period grew out of his desire to attain 
salvation. About his journey to Georgia he commented: "I came to 
America to save the Indians, but, oh, who will save me?" A familiar 
pattern of those searching years. Luther had asked, "What shall I do 
to find a gracious God?" Wesley was asking the same question. 
Wesley, like Luther and others, sought God by performing good 
works, disciplining self, denying the flesh in order that he might gain 
a purchase on God. But that battle was fought out and lost long, long 
ago. We can't do enough good to be accepted, no matter how good 
we are. I believe the turning point, symbolic in many ways of the 
change in Wesley, took place on May 24, 1738. It's all very familiar to 
most of us. But I believe that there is something more than simply the 
usual discussion about the conversion of Wesley in 1738. Or was the 
conversion in 1725? My own commitment is that 1738 represents his 
evangelical conversion, but it also represents the inversion of his 
familiar pattern of ethics. For now he believes that one does not have 
to do good in order to be accepted by God. Rather, we must accept 
the goodness and grace of Jesus Christ through faith in order to be 
saved. When a person is saved, forgiven, regenerated and brought 
into the family of God, good works are energized out of the life of 
faith. After Aldersgate Wesley pursued the Christian task with a zeal 
as great as before but with a different kind of liberty in Christ. After 
Aldersgate came the revival, the ceaseless itineracy, the thousands 
of sermons preached to the poor (the common people heard him 
gladly). After Aldersgate came the ministry to the sick, the 
intellectually impoverished, the social outcasts. After Aldersgate 
came the medical clinic. After Aldersgate came electroshock therapy. 
He is reputed to have helped some ten thousand people with this 
technique. After Aldersgate came the critique of the loss of human 
life through hunger and slavery, the condemnation of slavery, the 
letters of counsel, the touting of human rights, the doing of good to 
all men. After Aldersgate he said, "Do all the good you can, by all the 
means you can, in all the ways you can, in all the places you can, for 
all the people you can as long as ever you can." 
For Wesley, faith produces love. Love grows out of faith into good 
works. Faith is instrumental to love. Love is the goal. What does this 
mean in practical terms? It means that Wesleyans commit themselves 
to social change and the salvation of persons; persons viewed in their 
totality, not in what is defined narrowly as spiritual. That which is 
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spiritual involves the whole human existence, not just part of it. It is 
dangerously gnostic when we denigrate the human in order to exalt 
the spiritual. We need to unite together in affirming all that God has 
made in creation, and especially Man of whom God said: "It is very 
good." I suggest to you that when faith came to Wesley he was 
liberated to love. God worked in his life and the result was love which 
always has both a vertical and horizontal relation. God had worked 
and now Wesley could work. He worked to save souls. He worked to 
change the world. He had a different motivation. This difference of 
motivation influenced the quality and content of his ethics. His social 
love became spontaneous and free - not forced out of a sense of 
duty. 
For Christians in the tradition of the Reformation, the concept of 
faith that works through love seems to echo a Catholic theology 
which leads to the submersion of faith by love. This means that we 
lose the objectivity of our justification in the subjectivity of 
sanctification. I think there is little doubt that the central peril of 
Wesleyan theology becomes the tendency toward moralism, that is, 
toward a sanctification which does not continue to rest on the footing 
of justification. Whenever we, in working out the meaning of 
sanctification, do not insist that the ground on which all of this rests 
is salvation by grace through faith, then we find ourselves in a 
moralistic situation. The peril is always with us and we need to keep 
the balance which Saint Paul and Wesley knew had to be kept. In 
Christ the faith which is energized through love is what counts. For 
Wesley, once the priority of faith was fixed in his experience, the 
relationship of faith and love was developed creatively. 
I believe the doctrine of the faith which works through love has 
implications not only for social ethics but for evangelism. It was 
when Wesley understood the relationship between faith and love in 
his own experience that he became an evangelist, not before. He did 
not have the best news to bear before Aldersgate, but after 
Aldersgate he knew the liberating power of that faith which saves. 
And, oh, the joy of being free, free at last. That's the freedom in the 
Gospel. 
Ethics of the Spirit 
Finally, I would like to stress the principle of purity of intention, 
which is an aspect of the purifying work of the sanctifying Spirit. I 
also suggest that purity and simplicity are the benchmarks of 
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Wesley's doctrine of perfection. Applied to the sphere of moral 
influence in the world or to ethical motivation, the doctrine of 
Christian perfection offers the prospect of a cadre of Christian 
servants who approach human need with an uncommon quality of 
concern. We acknowledge as well the ease with which humans 
overlook their faults and sins, falling repetitively into the Adamic sin 
of "passing the buck." Wesleyan teaching holds forth the possibility 
of persons who refuse to be conformed to this present age. The pure 
in heart belong to God and they belong to God's world. I want to 
assert that redeemed men and women may approach the issues of 
social ethics: life and liberty and happiness, human distress and 
hunger, the demoralization (which may be the key issue) of war, with 
the depth of agape, with a purity of motive and intention, with the 
energy of the Holy Spirit blowing across the ways of our lives. The 
pure in heart, grasped by the power of the age to come, may bring 
change which does not bear in itself (as so much social reform does) 
the seeds of perversion and alienation. I repeat that we may do social 
ethics outside the context of Christian faith and love, but our actions 
will always be flawed by the pattern of self-orientation. As Luther 
expressed it, we are always curved in toward ourselves. But the pure 
in heart see God and are able to demonstrate a quality of life in the 
world which can bring change and reformation. We must 
acknowledge that, although we may carry out a kind of ethical 
modeling and transformation based upon singleness of heart and 
mind which changes the world, we will have to recognize that 
everything we do will be flawed by our finitude. When social ethics 
are based on a selfish ground, their energy is diminished, their purity 
is diluted, and they lack world-transforming power. Wherever the 
Christian lives, the world around is being permeated by the presence 
of God. The conforming Christian merely parrots or mirrors the 
structures of the age. Pressed into its mold, he is broken at its wheel. 
But those who are the pure in heart live out a kind of relationship 
with God, flawed as it is by limitations, that can bring change in the 
world - change that the world so desperately needs. But we believe 
the Wesleyan message affirms that there is a power in the proclaimed 
Word which can change the world until, in a way of speaking, it is 
turned upside down. 
Let's consider the issue of ethical ability or inability (the question 
of the power) to carry out the Christian mandate of love. Bishop 
Joseph Butler was the outstanding moralist of his time and sometime 
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nemesis of John Wesley. You will recall when John Wesley went over 
to Bristol to carry out his mandate to preach the Gospel to the ends of 
the earth that Bishop Butler told him to go home. Wesley's response, 
paraphrased, was: "As long as I recognize that there are people who 
need the Gospel of Jesus Christ, I will come and stay and preach the 
ever living Word of God." Joseph Butler wrote in his ethical writings 
expressing his concept of duty, "I see the right and I approve ittoo; 
condemn the wrong, and yet the wrong pursue." This is an ethical 
echo of Saint Paul's analysis of the sinful man under the law as set 
forth in Romans 7. Butler's verse calls to the memory of everyone of 
us the awesome chasm which seems to mock our efforts to join 
"ought" with "will" and "may." Saint Paul sets in stark 
juxtaposition two laws: the law of sin and death and the law of the 
Spirit of life in Christ Jesus. Man under the first law is very much 
aware of what is right and approves it, but he is also aware of the 
infinite distance between the goodness which law demands and the 
power to actualize it. "I see in my members another law at war with 
the law of my mind making me captive to the law of sin, which dwells 
in my members. Wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me from 
this body of death" (Romans 7:24). There, indeed, is the high hurdle. 
Who will deliver? In the sphere of personal and social morality, 
where shall we find the drive to hurdle from demand to fulfillment, 
from law to grace, from the "ought" to the "is"? 
Evangelical theolgian, Bernard Ramm, has suggested "that an 
ethical theory without a realistic doctrine of motivation is but a paper 
theory. It is an empty ethical theory which believes it can determine 
the right or good but offers no theory how men concretely achieve the 
right." He continues, "Part of the uniqueness of biblical ethics is that 
the doctrine of the Holy Spirit is at the center of its ethical system. 
The Holy Spirit is the motivator of Christian ethics. Such great 
chapters as Romans 8 and Galatians 5 reveal that the power in 
Christian ethics is the presence of the Spirit, the Spirit of God." The 
presence of the Spirit of God in the human spirit is what Ramm is 
describing. He concludes: "Essential Christian morality is not 
imposed as a code or a legal prescript, but is is written on the human 
heart - the wellspring of action by the Holy Spirit. The point is that 
the Holy Spirit is in the heart of the Christian exercising his moral 
presence. " 8 I submit to you that without this divine power, this 
energy of God, in the long run the Christian reformer or any other 
reformer will succumb either to disillusionment or weariness. There 
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was a man of the West who was rich with the gold he had found. He 
thought of his youth, how he had dreamed of romance and adventure 
until he had run away from home to seek the pot of gold at the end of 
the rainbow. One day he found it, but he lost more. He had unearthed 
the pot of gold, but the bright face of the rainbow had faded. The 
message is clear. We must have power, the dynamic of the Holy 
Spirit, or there will follow the experience of disillusionment and 
despair. 
Charles Wesley wrote in a hymn entitled "Primitive Christianity": 
"You different sects who all declare, 'Lo, Here is Christ, or Christ is 
there.' Your stronger proof, divinely give, and show me where the 
Christians live. Your claim, alas! you cannot prove. You lack the 
genuine mark of love. " 9 
My appeal to you today is: Come! Come let us show the lonely 
world where the Christians live! Come Creator Spirit, Holy Spirit, 
Spirit of God! 
Footnotes 
'Cited by F. Gerald Ensley, John Wesley Evangelist (Nashville: Tidings, 1958), p. 28. 
2Albert C. Outler, ed. John Wesley (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), p. vii. 
3See Works XIV, pp. 320-322. 
4See Robert Chiles Theological Transition in American Methodism: 1790-1935 (New 
York: Abingdon, 1965); Thomas A. Langford, Practical Divinity: Theology in the 
Wesleyan Tradition (New York: Abingdon, 1983); Melvin E. Dieter, The Holiness 
Revival of the Nineteenth Century (Metuchen, N .J.: Scarecrow Press, 1980). 
5See my "Creation and Grace in Wesley's Ethics," Drew Gateway46: 1, 2, 3, (1975-
76), pp. 41-55. 
6Cited by J.S. White, Christian Doctrine (Cambridge: The University Press, 1941), 
pp. 44-46. 
7 Works, VIII, p. 67. 
8Bernard Ramm, Rapping About the Spirit (Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1974) pp. 68-
69. 
9 Works, VIII, pp. 43-45. 
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Horizon 
by Leon 0. Hynson 
Pattern of Wesley's Ethical Development 
Please consider with me the following claims based upon what I 
have emphasized to this point. First, that Aldersgate was the focal 
center of the theological foundation which Wesley laid. His spiritual 
pilgrimage from 1725 to 1738 which was consummated there was not 
the end of the road, but something of an apex which led on to higher 
levels of achievement. I would call this the era of Wesley's quest for 
spiritual certainty, a search frustrated by certain strands of his 
heritage which prevailed until Aldersgate. 
Secondly, from Alders gate to his proper "retirement" time ( 1768), 
he gave primary attention to developing the personal implications of 
the Gospel in evangelism, in saving faith in bringing about the 
experience of perfect love, in developing the church as society or 
koinoinia, in developing and emphasizing the sacraments of grace, 
and more. The primary goal was Christian maturity expressed as 
perfect love for God and man. After Aldersgate, Wesley became an 
evangelist motivated by the power of spontaneous love. His 
commitment to offer (please note, offer) Christ to the people in a 
dynamic but uncoercive way never waned as long as he lived. The 
principle of faith working by love expressed itself in vigorous 
evangelism. He never turned aside from that quest. 
Before Aldersgate, about the year 1734, Wesley was asked to 
become curate to his father's church at Epworth. He was appalled. 
How could he possibly care for his own soul in this world, let alone 
the souls of a thousand people? It wasn't a bad question. But listen to 
what Wesley said shortly after Aldersgate, "I look upon the whole 
world as my parish." What a difference! 
Thirdly, the theology of faith working by love assumed maturity in 
the last third of Wesley's ministry when he saw the need to further 
Dr. Hynson's final lecture in the Ryan Lectureship series 
presented at Asbury Theological Seminary, September 28, 1983. 
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explicate the social import of Christian love. He was to make more 
explicit in his theology what had always been implicit, at least since 
Aldersgate. In the particular context of his era which was 
characterized by social demoralization, revolution and war, social 
migration, upheaval, uprootedness, unemployment, hunger - he 
applied his theology in a more precise, visible, and intentional 
manner. Now personal ethics, evangelism, and social ehtics converge 
together and flow together explicitly to the end of his life. From 1768 
with his first major political tract, "The Origin of Power," to his last 
letter written to Wilberforce to uphold Wilberforce's effort to 
eliminate slavery, we recognize repeated illustrations of the widening 
horizon in Wesley's ethics. From 1768 to 1791, Wesley wrote fifteen 
important social, political and economic tracts. There are sermons, 
comments, letters, and journals which present the evangelist-
reformer at work. 
The Later Years 
Here I want to diverge from the categorizing of Wesley's life and 
ministry in relation to faith and ethics in order to look at the larger 
scope of his activities during the final stage of his life, from 
approximately 1768 to the end of his days. The scene is London. The 
date is June of 1768. The man is John Wesley who has reached the 
retirement age of sixty-five. His resources: one set of silver, a horse, a 
few books. What will he live on in retirement? I suppose that the 
facetious answer might be a home in Georgia. The suggestion that 
John Wesley could have retired at the age of sixty-five is just so 
incredible that we can't grasp it. Unbelievable! More seriously, we 
are confronted with a task of assessing his ministry in this last 
trimester of his life to see what engaged the final thirty years before 
he summed up his life: "The best of all, God is with us." 
Consider the content of his preaching during these years. To 
approach this large picture, remember that the major body of 
Wesleyan hymns, Notes upon the New Testament, and the Standard 
Sermons (some forty-four or the fifty-three, depending upon your 
interpretation) were completed before these years. Most of the 
Standard Sermons belong to the fourth decade of his life. Not one of 
the forty-four sermons was published after 1760 and only six were 
issued in the '50s. The other nine of the fifty-three belong to the '50s 
and '60s and only the sermon preached at Whitefield's funeral in 
1770 spills over into the new decade. What does this mean? It means 
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that the primary documents on which Methodism rests were in place 
by the time we arrive at the third phase of Wesley's life. What was to 
occupy his thinking from that time on? Well, there are many other 
sermons. His published sermons cover a multitude of issues from A 
to Z, from "angels" (both good and evil) to "zeal" (good and bad). 
Social issues were addressed including the problems of revolution 
and war. His eschatological commentary is found in his focus on the 
final, ultimate restoration of creation addressed by Paul in Romans 
8. A theology of history is found in his 1782 sermon on the "Mystery 
of Iniquity." Wesley's pietism is seen in his sermon concerning the 
church, preached in the 1780s, which focuses on purity of life more 
than doctrinal purity. In his best known sermon, "On Working Out 
Your Salvation," he develops some of the key concepts which we 
have come to deal with in his synergistic theology: "God has worked; 
therefore, you can work. God has worked; therefore, you must 
work." That is followed by his sermon of 1790 on the "Wedding 
Garment," which is a marvelous appeal for tolerance, for generosity 
of spirit, and includes (after fifty years) a treasured reminiscence of 
Aldersgate and justification by grace through faith. His sermon on 
conscience (1788) refers to Francis Hutcheson who developed a 
naturalistic ethics. It also recalls his grandfather Samuel Annesley's 
sermon in which he emphasized the theonomous ground for 
conscience. Two sermons on civil and political affairs entitled 
"National Sins and Miseries" and "The Late Work of God in North 
America" are noteworthy for Wesley's reflections concerning the 
American Revolution. These stress the grievous problems which were 
evoked, Wesley believed, by the sinfulness of the nation which was to 
blame for unemployment and hunger and war. In 1760, to dip back a 
little bit earlier than our period, he summarized Benjamin Franklin 
and others on "Electricity Made Plain and Useful," and he described 
himself as a "lover of mankind and of common sense." 1 In 1769 he 
wrote advice on health, suggesting appropriate prescriptions. He 
studied medicine because he was concerned about the inadequacy of 
the physicians of his time. He raised the question, "Does any man 
prescribe vomits or purges to kill fleas or lice?" He is saying that at 
times the cure is worse that the disease. Therefore, he rejected the 
practice of bleeding. "Alas," he said, "how few physicians love their 
neighbour as themselves?" He recommended the use of cobweb pills, 
claiming they had cured the ague for others nine or ten times. He 
cured his own fever by drinking lemonade. He wrote an introduction 
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to Jonathan Edwards' Religious Affections in 1773, and a collection 
of forms of prayer in 1775. He prepared A Concise History of England 
in four volumes in 1776. He described it as a Christian history for a 
Christian country. The Arminian Magazine was introduced in 1777. 
In 1790, the year before his death and his eighty-sixth year, he wrote 
prefaces to "An Essay on the Liberty of Moral Agents." In 1780-81, he 
prepared a synopsis of Baxter's Saints Rest, developed a philosophy of 
history, and edited an ecclesiastical history of four volumes drawn 
from Lorenz Mosheim, who taught at Gottingen. He said of Mosheim 
that he was a stranger to inward religion. This gives us a flavor of the kind 
of life that he lived. More than ever he demonstrated that he was both an 
evangelical Christian and a cosmopolitan man, for his mind was sharp, 
ranging over the human experience in religion, society, labor, health, 
education, family and state. His thought moved from earth to heaven 
and to hell. He cited the dean who told his audience, "If you do not 
repent, you will go to a place which I have too much manners to name 
before this good company." 
The Political and Social Tracts 
Let us move to the political tracts which occupied much of his time 
from 1768-83. In his "Thoughts on Liberty" published in 1772, he 
praises the liberty which is the right of every person. He published 
"Thoughts on the Present Scarcity of Provisions," "Thoughts Upon 
Slavery," "A Calm Address to Our American Colonies," and 
"Observations on Liberty" in the next four years. Messages were 
addressed to the people of Great Britain and Ireland. He concluded 
with the question, "How far is it the duty of a Christian minister to 
preach politics?" His answer is a studied ambivalence. I believe, after 
studying these tracts for many years, that they represented (as far as I 
know) all of Wesley's substantial political interpretations and 
economic treatments, and he developed them in his last trimester of 
life. The last stages of life tend to become introspective, but that 
certainly cannot be said of Mr. Wesley. 
Let's take a look at Wesley's tract, "Thoughts Upon Slavery.'' 3 
Careful examination enables us to discover that it represents a 
paradigm for most of his social and political ethics. It was borrowed 
to a great degree from the Quaker, Anthony Benezet from 
Philadelphia, who had written several interpretations and critiques 
of American slavery. Wesley's "Thoughts Upon Slavery" reflects his 
familiar pattern of editing, condensing, and summing up the 
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arguments of the particular writer. That, of course, is how he was 
able to produce so much. Wesley's controversial "Calm Address to 
the American Colonies" was borrowed from Dr. Samuel Johnson. 
Johnson was pleased with Wesley's approval. Wesley in his 
"Thoughts Upon Slavery" developed the emotional and sympathetic 
approach found in Benezet in the first two-thirds of his interpre-
tation. There he diverges from Benezet and begins to develop four or 
five major arguments. Since studying Benezet's tract and getting 
feedback from others, I conclude that the rest of the tract is Wesley's 
own work. His first argument against slavery is that it is a 
contradiction of natural law. Enough positive laws (or legislated laws) 
cannot be legislated in order to overcome the power of the law which 
is established in the universe by God himself. We may establish 
10,000 laws, but that will not obviate the power of God's law written 
at large in nature and perceptible to reasonable mankind. Wesley 
develops his critique by suggesting that to be truly human Man must, 
first of all, avoid slaveholding. A slave cannot possibly exercise his 
liberty, the right of conscience or live within the proper limits of 
mobility. To be human, Man must enjoy liberty: freedom of 
conscience, civil liberty, religious liberty. Man cannot express his 
humanity apart from the freedom God has given him. In this tract 
Wesley does not refer to Scripture, except at the very end of his 
appeal. He repeats the psalm which describes the deliverance of the 
captives from Babylonia, and declares a praise that the all-mighty 
God would so work in the lives of people that the captives would be 
able to return home again. It seems to me this is a reflection two 
hundred years ago of the kind of argument we have developed in the 
"history of salvation." 
"Thoughts Upon Slavery" is a paradigm of his interpretations 
found throughout the tracts. He notes that there are some basic 
human rights which must be recognized, that those rights are life and 
liberty, property and happiness. These are familiar themes for the 
era. Wesley's concern for the values of life are expressed in concert 
with many other voices in his era: liberal, evangelical, revolutionary, 
and conservative. But Wesley differed from many people in his time 
on the basis by which life could bear its distinctive worth. He believed 
that because Man has been created in the image of God, life possesses 
value. Life has meaning because humanity is free. Man is rational 
and self-conscious, like God in the power of self-analysis, able 
cognitively and spiritually to step out and apart from himself. In that 
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power, Man understands the meaning of life from God's point of 
view. Life had meaning for Wesley, both on the quantitative and 
qualitative levels. It is possible to be physically alive and spiritually 
dead; physically alive, but enslaved to another, hence, not in full 
possession of divinely given humanity; physically alive, but so 
deprived of the essentials of life that subsistence is impossible. Each 
of these, spiritual life, freedom, and meaningful life are contained in 
Wesley's evaluation of life. 
Liberty should be recognized as the centerpiece of Wesley's 
political thought.4 In his Temple University dissertation, Thomas 
Hoffman analyzed Wesley's moral philosophy and concluded that 
freedom was the philosophical principle which sustained and gave 
coherence to Wesley's interpretation of human existence. 5 Wesley 
claimed that freedom is the ground on which true existence can 
become a reality for every person and this moral dynamic supplies 
the basis for authentic selfhood. It is the condition by which Man 
becomes a real person. Wesley was committed to the principle of 
liberty in a number of realms - freedom of the will, freedom of 
worship and freedom in the context of church and state. His politics 
and his eccelesiology are shaped by a central commitment to liberty, 
both civil and religious. 
But what is Wesley's definition of liberty? Like many others in his 
day, it included civil and religious liberty. Civil liberty to him meant 
the freedom to exercise responsibly the rights which belong to every 
citizen. His definition of civil liberty is grounded in political reality, 
that is, the guarantees of the state to every citizen. But he defines 
religious liberty in a broader context, linking political and 
theological guarantees. He says: 
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Religious liberty is a liberty to choose our own religion; to 
worship God according to our own conscience. Every man 
living as a man has a right to this, as he is a rational creature. 
The Creator gave him this right when he endowed him with 
understanding; and every man must judge for himself, 
because every man must give an account of himself to God. 
Consequently, this is an unalienable right. It is inseparable 
from humanity; and God did never give authority to any 
man or any number of men to deprive any child of man 
thereof. 6 
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It is important to recognize the way in which this whole concept of 
liberty shapes his political and social ethics. He could never forget that 
his grandparents and great-grandparents had suffered greatly at the 
hands of the political state, which in England was so closely linked to 
the church. He was always committed to the principle that the state and 
the church must affirm the right of every person to practice in con-
science what one truly believes. Hoffman, commenting on Wesley's 
position that every judgment we make must be our own or else we are 
not accountable, states, "Conscience is the faculty which must be 
postulated as the means for Man to be conscious of the value of these 
judgings."7 And conscience must always be corrected by the Word of 
God. 
Consider the question of property. Wesley's economic ethics, like his 
other ethical judgments, represent a serious attempt to come to terms 
with Scripture. He gives evidence of a clear suspicion of the corrosive 
influence of riches and the way riches are employed. His primary 
persuasion appears to be informed more by a Christian concept of 
community than by an appeal for the development of capital. In his 
development of the "Protestant ethic," Max Weber taught that the 
principles of industry and thrift, taught in Calvin's theological ethics, 
led to the rise of capitalism. Wherever the Christian religion performed 
its proper work, believers became zealous workmen using their talents 
not for debauchery but for the service of God. This led to the accumu-
lation of capital. Hard work resulted in a high level of production. This 
was paralleled by careful and conscientious consumption. Certainly, it 
was argued, the serious Christian must avoid conspicuous consup-
tion and waste. Indulgence is a style of life contrary to the example of 
Christ and his disciples. Weber concluded that this interpretation was 
also characteristic of the life of John Wesley. Wesley had written, "I 
fear whenever riches have increased that the essence of religion has 
decreased in the same proportion, for religion must necessarily pro-
duce both industry and frugality and these cannot but produce riches. 
But as riches increase so will pride, anger, and love of the world and all 
of its branches. " 8 It is nonetheless necessary to argue that while Wesley 
approves industry and thrift, his economic ethic resists the simple 
accumulation of capital for profit's sake. While it is permissible to note 
his advice, "Earn all you can," from his famous sermon on money 
and its sequel, "Save All You Can," his definitive word is "Give all 
you can." A German brother was listening to the sermon as Wesley 
declaimed: "Earn all you can." 
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He said, "Amen, good preaching." 
"Save all you can," added Wesley, and the German brother 
echoed his first "amen." 
And then Wesley said, "Give all you can," and the German 
brother's response was: "Ach! Spoiled a good sermon." 
Wesley's definitive word, I believe, is one of stewardship - "give 
all you can." Accumulation as a means of stewardship is an 
uncommon virtue. Conspicuous consumption contradicts Christian 
values. Surely, any idea that money should be employed primarily to 
make more money is not Wesleyan. Money is for meeting one's own 
basic needs and for meeting the needs of others. Wesley is affirming 
Christian stewardship as an alternative to capitalism. Recognizing 
that capital accumulation will emerge where diligent labors are 
found, he rejects the waste that accompanies selfish use of money. 
We earn in order that we may share with those who do not have. 
Wesley's era was the time of Adam Smith's laissez-faire 
economics. According to Smith, the nation's best interests were to be 
gained by individual betterment. Every person must have the right to 
better his circumstances without the obstruction of economic laws. 
The unfettered development of individual interests represents the 
route of the wealth of society, hence Smith's title An Inquiry Into the 
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of the Nation. Smith claimed that a 
nation's wealth lay in expansion of trade and industry. His theory of 
value was designed to enhance the productivity of every economically 
active individual. The upshot of this interpretation was to create an 
atmosphere in which some people were overwhelmed. Where did 
John Wesley stand? I reaffirm that John Wesley stood as a 
representative of the Christian moral order. That moral order shapes 
every order of life including the economic order. His famous tract, 
"Thoughts on the Present Scarcity of Provisions," spells out his 
belief that there is terrible waste in the land.9 Waste that cannot be 
recognized as consistent in a land where some people are so 
desperately hungry that they go to the dung heaps for a little food. 
Wesley himself gave away a fortune, maintaining only the simple 
necessities of life. He argued that individuals have no right to the 
trappings of polite society, pictures on the wall, fancy clothing, 
gourmet tastes, when so many are hungry or poor and unclothed. 
Wesley suggested several steps that should be taken to alleviate the 
problems. The staggering amounts of grain used for alcohol should 
be turned toward the feeding of the poor and hungry. He asserted 
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that there should be tax redistribution in order for conditions of 
unemployment to be corrected. He believed that the people who were 
ordinarily able to employ the poor were unable to keep up with their 
expenses and taxes and, therefore, they had to lay off their workers. 
Along with that, there was the enclosure movement which drove the 
poor off the land into the cities. On the farms, they had been able to 
raise a few chickens, a few pigs, a garden. That was lost and they were 
hungry and cold and starving. The condition of miners was tragic. 
Someone described the miner as half-naked, hungry, filthy, crawling 
out of a hole with a load of coal on his back. Conditions were clearly 
dehumanizing. Such circumstances needed to be modified, even by 
government action, Wesley argued, in order that everyone might 
have at least enough to live at a subsistence level. 
The Final Stage 
We turn now to the last stages of his life. On June 28, 1790 he 
wrote, "This day I enter into my eighty-eighth year. For above 86 
years I found none of the infirmities of old age. My eyes did not wax 
dim, neither did my natural strength abate, but last August I found 
almost a sudden change. My eyes were so dim that no glasses would 
help me, but I feel no pain from head to foot, only it seems that nature 
is exhausted and humanly speaking will sink more and more till the 
weary springs of life stand still at last." 10 He preached at Bristol on 
August 29 and had to shorten the service to three hours because he 
had no one to read prayers. His journal closes on October 24, 1790, 
with notes on the two sermons he had preached at Spittlefield and 
Chadwell churches. There's one sequence in this period of time 
during which he preached sixteen times in sixteen days. Finally, the 
weary springs of life did stand still. Wesley summed up the whole 
pilgrimage of eighty-seven years: over sixty years of ministry, 
preaching 40,000 sermons; of journeys to the world parish in 
America, England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Germany, Holland; 
writing more than 400 books, essays, and tracts; and under God 
changing the spiritual and moral direction of the nation, he summed 
it all up with the words, "The best of all, God is with us." Retirement! 
With adequate pension! At home! 
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Evangelicals and Development, by Ronald J. Sider. Ed .• Philadelphia, 
Westminster Press, 1981. 123 pages, $6.95. 
This volume elaborates the positions given prominence in the meeting of 
the Consultation on the Theology of Development. held March 10-14, 1980 
at the High Leigh Conference Centre, Hoddesdon. England. As a 
symposium, it shares the tendency to reflect a number of points of view. 
without an adequate bringing together of the several writers' conclusions. 
Basically. it is an evaluation, often critical. of the concept of development 
as put into practice by agencies and national policies of extension. The 
several authors, each of which brings to an attempted Theology of 
Development issues which are basically secular, seek to show their clear 
ethical and spiritual meanings. Elaborating the thesis that, since the 
liberation of many former colonies from colonialism, development has 
proceeded in ways by which the economic gap between rich and poor nations 
widens every year, each contributor seeks to find a "way out" of this 
dilemma. 
The result is. that while the West is committed to unrestrained economic 
growth. this attitude and its praxis collides with the growth of global 
population in a manner which can only bring worldwide inflation. which in 
turn will increasingly and dramatically render the lot of the poor of the world 
to be more and more unfavorable. A final chapter deals with the long-term 
implications of the Western understanding of, and implementation of. 
conventional development upon the nations of the Third World. The Case 
Studies given in this chapter afford an indepth look into a situation which 
ought to concern deeply all Christians, and with a special force, all claiming 
the name of Evangelical. 
Harold B. Kuhn 
Professor Emeritus 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
The New Century Bible Commentary: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., Grand 
Rapids, softback edition, 1981. $7.95. 
1and2 Corinthians(F.F. Bruce) and TheBookofRevelation(G. R. Beasley-
Murray). Based on the Revised Standard Version. 
These two reprints are based on the format and hermeneutics of the 1946-
52 period and after thirty years of use are proved to be a continued and 
excellent exposition by Bruce (the Scot Plymouth Brethern) and Beasley-
Murray (the English Baptist). These N.T. scholars have earned the right to be 
read as they have spent a lifetime in their special disciplines of exegesis. 
In the Corinthian letters Christianity challenges the flood-tide luxury 
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and licentiousness, the idolatry and lawlessness of the city of commerce and 
close community. Should the church today seek a model to follow it would 
not be Corinth; but here would be a warning to avoid the aberrations in 
social and personal life which would destroy the purity and love of a Christ-
centered fellowship. Bruce deals bluntly with the questions concerning 
marriage, sex, liberty, license, cliques, worship, the Lord's Table and 
spiritual gifts. Church discipline, resurrection, giving, and the future are 
unfolded by rich exegesis and exposition. 
In the Revelation letter Christianity is engaged in the age-long struggle 
with evil. The church of the first century is seen with the Head in the midst of 
congregational life. The span of time is linked with its consummation as the 
author sees the end from the beginning. The church is building and the vision 
of the final victory is certain. Present and future are linked in vision, symbol, 
picture, hymn, worship, struggle and victory, until "The Lord God 
omnipotent reigns" and a new heaven and earth emerge. Beasley-Murray 
faces the problems and questions raised by several schools of interpretation 
and weighs the issues without dogmatism. The exegesis is crisp and fresh and 
expository preachers will find help in proclamation. 
First class bibliographies are provided, an outline and analysis given, and 
altogether these reissued commentaries will give, at modest cost, rich returns 
to any pastor-preacher-student. 
Ralph G. Turnbull 
Adjunct Professor of Preaching 
Betha! Theological Seminary 
San Diego, California 
Francis of Assisi Today, edited by Christian Duquoc and Casiano Floristan, 
English Language Editor, Marcus Lefebure. T. & T. Clark Ltd., Edinburgh; 
The Seabury Press, New York, 1981. 
Ten specialists in Franciscan studies collaborate in a paperback volume 
sponsored by the monthly periodical Concilium. They deal with the historical 
environment of St. Francis, his achievements, his relevance, and the 
literature concerning him. Included are essays on his encounter with 
emerging industrialization of Europe, his challenge to Islam, his quest for 
martyrdom, his identification with the poor, his evangelistic methods, the 
influence of the Scripture on his lifestyle, and his imitation of Christ. 
Each contributor seeks to separate fact from legend in his appraisal of 
Francis. Editor Duquoc concludes that the legends surronding Francis are 
those which attract and inspire imitation perhaps more than the bare facts 
themselves. This is why Francis is needed to help evaluate "religion in the 
eighties." 
George Allen Turner 
Professor Emeritus 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
The Small Town Church. by Peter J. Surrey. Creative Leadership Series. Lyle 
E. Schaller, editor. Nash ville: Abingdon, 1981. 128 pages. 
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Keep your pen in hand as you read this title, to glean the nuggets of truth 
interspersed within the text. The style is in the form of letters to a fictional 
small church and its pastor. 
The author contends, that despite the ecclesiastical pressures which tend 
to thrust the aspiring young minister upward in his career, there are lessons 
of deep personal growth and maturity that the small town church lays upon 
him which he must confront seriously. 
The small town church is unique in character and not just another church 
that happens to be in a small community. The web of interpersonal 
relationships is complex. Everybody has a place, and no one is happy until he 
finds his place. Regard for the past, for order, and for each other are the 
traditional support systems of the small town church. 
Through a series of encounters with his people, from theological concepts, 
to social behavior, to physical care of the property, all set in gossipy 
circumstances, the pastor learns how to give himself to his people within 
their own environment. A final letter to his bishop stating his qualifications 
for promotion to a larger parish is never mailed, but torn to pieces and 
thrown to the wind. The lessons he was learning at Bypass and the ministry 
he was able to give would not let him go. 
V. James Mannoia 
Associate Professor of Pastoral Ministry 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Long-Term Marriage, a search for the ingredients of a lifetime relationship, by 
Floyd and Harriett Thatcher, 216 pages, Word Books, 1980, $8.95. 
This husband-wife team spent three years researching real-life cases in an 
attempt to discover the essential qualities necessary for long and happy 
marriages. Planned and structured conversations were held with more than 
50 married couples and with 17 divorced people, all of whom had been 
married at least 20 years. The questions asked in the interviews are listed 
at the back of the book. They are well worth the reader's consideration. 
At the outset of their study, the Thatchers were convinced that marriage is 
not passe. The rapid changes in American culture do not have to destroy the 
marriage bonds, even though they may be taxed to the limits. Experiences 
and incidents from their own marriage history of 40 years are sprinkled 
throughout the book as testimony to their own struggles and ultimate 
success as marriage partners. 
There is an average of a dozen research or professional citations given in 
each of the ten chapters. The style of the book makes for easy reading. The 
mixture of human feelings and statistical data is blended well which clinches 
both identification and credibility to the reader. Their expertise as writers is 
obvious throughout the book - both have written and published 
extensively. He is vice-president and editorial director of Word Books. 
After 200 pages of descriptive marital stages, failures, successes, and 
window lights for those with marital troubles, the authors summarize their 
research. The essential ingredients are authenticity, openness, caring, faith, 
and confidence. 
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It seems that the book was not intended to be religious or spiritual in 
nature. It is the result of research woven beautifully with human pathos and 
the silver threads of hope for every situation. However, to the book's 
enhancement, "chapter eleven" could have been written. Perhaps not as a 
separate chapter, but as another "dimension" - the dimension of grace. 
Grace, as the nuance of the Spirit that touches the essence of human nature, 
must be recognized, however it is understood, and whatever it may be 
termed. 
V. James Mannoia 
The Private Life of the Minister's Wife, by Betty J. Coble. Broadman Press, 
1981, 138 pp. 
As the title suggests, the author gives attention to the personhood of the 
minister's wife and the establishment of her identity within the context of her 
many labels. Emphasis is placed on the importance of husband-wife 
communication as a firm basis in accomplishing this. The author assumes an 
axiomatic position of the husband's headship in the home. 
Wife, mother, homemaker, daughter, minister's wife, church member, are 
some of the labels the author explores. Although the book is not intended to 
be a manual for self-assertion, she urges the minister's wife to define clearly 
each label for herself. This, she feels, should be done from the point of one's 
personal commitment to Christ and the priorities she has established for 
herself. The author gives the following areas to be considered in composing 
such a definition: 
1) Take an indepth look at who you are and what you want out of life. 
2) Remember that daily choices must be made from what is available to 
you. 
3) If there is discontent, discover its main source. 
4) View the label from the advantages of your position, rather than the 
disadvantages. 
Mrs. Coble speaks from the experience of 32 years of sharing with her 
husband in pastoral ministry. 
The book can be helpful to any minister's wife who seeks to improve her 
quality of life and ministry. 
Florence Mannoia 
Wilmore, Kentucky 
A Concordance to the Aprocrypha/Deuterocanonical Books of the Revised 
Standard Version. Forward by Bruce M. Metzger. Grand Rapids, London 
and Sydney: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Collins Liturgical 
Publications, and Collins Liturgical Australia, 1983. 
This work is derived from the Bible Data Bank at the Centre Informatique 
et Bible of Abbey of Mardsous in Belgium. The handsomely done volume 
presents a nearly exhaustive concordance of the sacred writings which arose 
between the Hebrew Scriptures and the New Testament, including 3 
Maccabees, 4 Maccabees and Psalm 151. Only 57 words such as "a," "an," 
"and" and various other common pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions and 
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auxiliary words are omitted. In these instances, scholars are invited to write 
to the Centre for further information. Each entry includes the number of the 
words' occurrences and the percent of the total 155,875 words of this corpus 
which that occurrence represents, a fascinating benefit of the computer age 
composition. Also helpful is the inclusion of various inflections of the same 
word in a single entry, e.g. "sing," "sings," "song," "sung," all under 
"sing." 
Bruce Metzger's forward succintly places the present volume in the history 
of the RSV publications and correctly emphasizes the usefulness of the 
concordance. Students who wish to study these inter-testamental works for 
their own worth, and also those interested in tracing the pre-New Testament 
use of concepts found in the New Testament, will welcome this tool. 
David L. Thompson 
4410 Renn St., Rockville, MD 20853 
The Islamic Understanding of Death and Resurrection, Jane Idleman Smith, 
Yvonne Yzbeck Haddad. Albany: State UniversityofNewYork Press, 1981. 
262 pp., paper $12.95; cloth $36.00. 
This is a detailed treatise on the Muslim conceptions of the life to come, 
limited primarily to works within the Sunni tradition, both classical and 
modern. Material has been taken from the Quran, commentaries, traditions, 
creeds, and other theological writings. 
The first chapter provides a general background of Islamic thought on 
death and afterlife based on the Quran itself. The next two chapters deal with 
classical Islamic understandings of death and resurrection, describing the 
specific events which will occur to individuals from the time of death to the 
coming of the day of judgment. Chapters four and five attempt to view the 
ways in which Muslim thinkers of the twentieth century have understood 
issues of life, death, and the eschaton. 
The authors give the impression they are well versed in the theology of 
Islam. Their treatise is scholarly and well documented. This publication is 
not for the casual reader, but for the serious student of Islamic teaching on 
this particular subject. 
John T. Seamands 
John Wesley Beeson Professor 
of Christian Mission 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Africa's Three Religions, by Geoffrey Parrinder. Sheldon Press, London, 
Second edition, 1976; 253 pp., £2.50. 
This is a scholarly treatise on the three principal living religions of Africa: 
traditional religion (animism), Christianity and Islam. The author traces the 
history, growth, general characteristics, and varieties of each religion, and 
also describes the relationship and interaction between the three. In addition 
he describes the effects that social and political events have had upon the 
different religions. 
Traditional religion is found mostly in central and southern Africa. 
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Because it had no written literature, no scriptures or texts, its history is 
unknown. But the author attempts to trace the development of its concepts 
from the numerous artistic productions and rituals that exist among the 
followers of traditional religion. 
Christianity is the oldest of the literary religions in Africa. It was once 
strong in Egypt and north Africa, but was almost completely wiped out by 
the advance oflslam in the seventh century. However, the Christian faith has 
shown tremendous growth in modern times in all parts of the continent south 
of the Sahara. 
Islam entered Africa in the seventh century, developed rapidly at first, but 
then slowed down considerably. Today it is strong in Egypt and north 
Africa, and has made significant gains in central Africa, but is weak in the 
South. 
For one who desires to understand the historical development of the three 
religions in Africa and their impact on African society, this is an excellent 
book. The statistics, however, are quite out-of-date and impractical for 
present use. 
John T. Seamands 
Encyclopedia of Biblical Prophecy, by J. Barton Payne. Grand Rapids: Baker 
House, 1980. 754 pp., $12.95 (paperback reprint). 
This valuable reference work, first published by Harper and Row in 1973, 
is a complete guide to scriptural predictions and their fulfillment. The 1,817 
entries covering all predictions in the Bible include a complete discussion of 
all 8,352 predictive verses. The general format is the statement of prophecy 
followed by a statement of fulfillment. 
The importance and extensiveness of predictive prophecy is indicated by 
this tabulation: "Out of the Old Testament's 23,210 verses, 6,641 contain 
predictive material, or 28Yi percent. Out of the New Testament's 7,914 
verses, 1,711 contain predictive material, or 21 Y2 percent. So for the entire 
Bible's 31, 124 verses, 8,352 contain predictive material, or 27% of the whole" 
(p. 13). 
There are many features to make this volume a most valuable tool for 
students, pastors, and concerned lay people. These include 8 suggestions on 
"How to Use this Encyclopedia," 14 tables, including 3 on the Book of 
Revelation, 4 statistical appendixes, and 5 complete indexes. One of the 
concluding summaries lists all the 737 major subjects relating to biblical pre-
diction, with the books and paragraphs in which each is found. Using this 
summary the reader can trace each prophecy from its first appearance in the 
Bible to its last. A complete list of scriptural prophecies pertaining to Christ 
is also included. It is an amazing compilation, with evidence of careful 
scholarship on every page. 
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Christianity Is Christ, by W. Griffith Thomas. (New Cannan, CT: Keats 
Publishing Inc., 1981), 159 pp. $5.95. 
Those who know W. Griffith Thomas will be happy to see his classic work 
on the life of Christ reprinted. In a simple, systematic way Thomas presents 
the Christ of the Gospels and many of the truths He came to share. The book 
is written both for imformation and decision. Thomas' conclusion is that the 
case for Christ demands a verdict. 
J. Steven Harper 
Assistant Professor of 
Prayer and Spiritual Life 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Public Speaking: A Handbook for Christians by A. Duane Litfin, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan: Baker, 1981, 352 pp., $9.95. 
Litfin packs this handbook with communication theory based on a 
Christian worldview. Well-written, comprehensive, and concretely 
illustrated, this book could serve as a text for Christian teachers. Pastors or 
church leaders may find tips for community speaking engagements. 
Thoughtful, well organized, interesting. 
Mark S. Ellingson 
The Des Lacs Valley Parrish 
Bowbells, ND 58721 
Developing Spiritually Sensitive Children, Olive J. Alexander. Bethany 
Fellowship, Inc. 1980. 131 pp. 
Develop them toward God by interacting with them warmly and 
humanely, with affection, structure, dialogue, and mild correction. That is 
the spirit of Olive J. Alexander's fine picture of her own childrearing 
practices. For some reason she indicates in the preface that she spanks 
children, but it is clear that if she does, it is not with the authoritarian flair 
that other Bethany Fellowship authors do. 
Dr. Donald M. Joy 
Professor of Human Development 
and Christian Education 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Family Ministry: The Enrichment of Family Life Through the Church, by 
Charles M. Sell. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1981, 298 pp., cloth. 
The author, a professor at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, has 
assimilated important resources bearing on the church's ministry to families. 
In a helpful set of distinctions, he puts forward a theoretical base by which 
three program directions emerge: ( 1) family-life education, (2) family 
nurture, and (3) family-unit ministries. The book could be an important 
update on options available in enhancing a congregation's ministries with 
families. There is no significant effort to address the growing number of 
single-parent families through program development. 
Dr. Donald M. Joy 
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Christ and the Crowds, by James E. Carter. Nashville: Broadman Press, 1981. 
The foreword states, "Crowds were always with Jesus .... an attempt to 
examine some of the faces ... out of the crowds." Thumbnail sketches are 
given of faces in the crowds at the cradle, in the country, in the city, at the 
cross. The little book is very readable and thought provoking. 
C. Dorr Demaray 
President Emeritus 
Seattle Pacific University 
The New Century Bible Commentary, The Gospel of Luke, by E. Earle Ellis 
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdman's, 1981. 
The original edition of this work was published by Thomas Nelson and 
Sons 1966. A second, revised and updated edition was published by 
Marshall, Morgan and Scott, 1974. The softback publication by Eerdman, 
1981, is a reprint of the second edition, making it more available now at a 
modest cost. 
This commentary considers the third gospel as history, as theology, and as 
literature, with a detailed exposition bringing out the major lines of thought 
in each passage. That Dr. Ellis takes measure of the latest scholarship (to 
1974) is evidenced by 14 pages of bibliography and frequent references and 
detailed listing of scriptural passages. 
Conservative scholars in higher education will certainly want access to this 
great work on Luke, while any person who wishes to study the Bible in depth 
will find it profitable. 
C. Dorr Demaray 
Laymen's Bible Book Commentary, Matthew, by Clair M. Grissey. Nashville: 
Broadman Press, 1981. 
The author is a homemaker, Sunday School teacher and frequent 
contributor to Broadman publications. In language understood by laymen, 
she indicates the Old Testament prophesies fulfilled in Christ. The Gospel is 
shown to demonstrate Christ the Messiah. The teachings and messages of 
Jesus are given attention, especially The Sermon on the Mount. 
Throughout the book, even in the Table of Contents, every theme and 
discussion is identified with scriptural references. This book will be 
especially helpful in Sunday school teaching and home Bible study. 
C. Dorr Demaray 
The Minister's Library: Periodic Supplement #3, by Cyril J. Barber, Grand 
Rapids: Baker Book House, 1980. 67 pp. plus indexes (author and title). 
$4.95. 
With enormous quantities of religious books published annually (2,000 in 
1978), and the total number in the field now staggering (R.R. Bowker's 
Religious Books and Serials in Print, 1978-79 indicates over 50,500), the 
minister must be selective. This little paperback assists in that selection 
process. Most volumes listed came to publication in 1977 and 1978. 
Dr. Barber lists five trends in very recent religious literature: (1) 
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bibliography, (2) self-help, especially on marriage and child-rearing, (3) 
special groups (singles, divorced, aged, etc.), (4) lay leader discussion guides 
for church and home, (5) prophecy. 
Barber has annotated his books, and covers eleven fields: Commentaries 
and Reference, Old Testament, New Testament, Doctrine, Devotion, 
Pastoral Theology, Social and Ecclesiastical Theology, Missions and 
Evangelism, Christian Education, Church History and Comparative 
Religions. Sub-headings under the larger headings assist the reader even 
further. 
Donald E. Demaray 
Granger E. and Anna A. Fisher Professor of Preaching 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Layman's Bible Book Commentary: Psalms, by Alton H. McEachern, 
Nashville: Broadman Press, 1981. 
I like this little pocket commentary. Each Psalm gets a brief but 
meaningful interpretation. The book would serve well for lay Bible study 
groups because of the simplicity of content, the flowing style, and easy 
outlines. The freshness of material whets one's appetite for moving right 
through each Psalm. 
Donald E. Demaray 
Human Options, by Norman Cousins. An Autobiographical Notebook. New 
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1981. 224 pp. $9.95. 
Norman Cousins, ever stimulating and creative, has given us hope for our 
chaotic world from his humanist perspective. A full length autobiography of 
this remarkable man is needed, but we are grateful for these notebook 
snippets that give us insight into his life and thought. Also serviceable to this 
purpose is his chapter called "Ways of Seeing" which includes some of his 
own creative photography. 
The last chapter on healing and belief, while instructive, disappoints the 
reader because he does not share findings from his current brain and body 
chemistry research at the UCLA School of Medicine. 
A highly stimulating book. 
Donald E. Demaray 
The Living Reminder, by Henri J.M. Nouwen. New York: The Seabury Press, 
1981. Paperback $4.95. 
A beautiful book, poetic, poignantly realistic, showing the minister as 
pastor, priest and prophet. The minister's task lies in reminding persons of 
their past so their wounds can come to exposure and healing. A truly 
spiritual document. 
Donald E. Demaray 
Evolution: Genesis and Revelation with Readings from Empedocles to Wilson, 
C. Leon Harris. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1981. Cloth 
$29.50, Paper $9.95. 
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The objective is to defend evolution. The intended audience is college 
students. The format is a detailed historical review of the development of 
evolution with readings from the originators that illustrate the historical 
perspectives of the author. Unlike most textbooks that are neutral in tone, 
this one contains invective directed toward the creationists. While legitimate 
criticisms are leveled, the critique is weakened because the bias against 
creationists carries over to all Christians, past and present. This leads to 
historical inaccuracies and distortions. In short, this is a provocative and 
creative effort, marred by its biases. 
Ivan L. Zabilka 
801 West Worley 
Columbia, MO 65201 
A Christian Manifesto, by Francis A. Schaeffer. Westchester, Illinois: 
Crossway Books, 1981. 157 pp., $5.95. 
Christ is Lord over all of life - philosophy, theology and the church, the 
arts, and culture. This is the theme of Schaeffer's lifework and the 
foundation for this volume. From this fundamental assumption, Schaeffer 
traces the gradual extinction of morality and freedom in the United States. 
Christians have failed to see cultural ailments like pornography, 
breakdown in the family, permissiveness and abortion as symptoms of a 
much larger problem. Dr. Schaeffer pinpoints this problem as a radical shift 
in world view, away from the original Judeo-Christian base (the foundation 
for the U.S. Constitution), to a humanistic base. Therefore, the results of this 
humanistic base - pornography, abortion, etc. - are in complete antithesis 
to the Judeo-Christian heritage. As this humanistic way of life takes root, it 
necessarily destroys the whole way of life built upon a Judeo-Christian 
foundation. 
Briefly stated, the humanistic world view is "the view that material or 
energy shaped by chance is the final reality." Therefore, the Christian 
community must recognize this radical shift in world view and be the 
instrument of renewal. 
Schaeffer concludes that Christians must get involved in education, 
politics, and the whole of culture, to restore our nation to the biblical truth of 
Christ's Lordship. This action will involve direct confrontation with those in 
education and government who adhere to the humanistic world view. But, 
when the state defies God's absolute law, the state's authority becomes 
illegitimate requiring Christians to resist the state by whatever means 
necessary. A Christian's responsibility is, then, to effect change through 
direct legal and political action, and possibly through massive demonstra-
tions of civil disobedience. 
This reviewer appreciated the book's penetrating analysis of our culture's 
condition.The bibliography and extensive documentation demonstrates 
Schaeffer's exemplary scholarship. A Christian Manifesto powerfully 
challenges Christians to become the standard-setters of society, not mere 
Bible-waving fanatics. 
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God's Grace and Human Health by J. Harold Ellens. Abingdon, 1982. 
It pleasures me to review God's Grace and Human Health by J. Harold 
Ellens, an old friend and colleague from early days in the Christian 
Association for Psychological Studies, for The Asbury Seminarian. Written 
from an evangelical point of view, Dr. Ellens' holistic health approach is 
intermingled with a biblical foundation for an applied definition of health. 
Written for the John G. Finch Lectureship at the Fuller Graduate School of 
Theology in 1980, Rev. Ellens develops sharp criticism of the either/or 
schools of theology and psychology, as he explores resistance and 
transference in the Christian therapist's treatment with hurting persons. 
Devotional tools and therapeutic realism participate in a Christian 
therapeutic strategy which involves both a Christian anthropology and a 
profound empathic incarnation of God's grace, which takes Christian 
psychotherapy far deeper, broader and higher in meeting human suffering 
than secular therapy just as God has affirmed us each one. Ven worth 
reading by every pastor who counsels. And what pastor doesn't? . 
John M. Vayhinger 
Professor of Pastoral Care and Counseling 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
The Small Church is Different! by Lyle E. Schaller. Abingdon, 1982. 
"The small church often is a participatory democracy" (p. 36 ). The small 
church is tough, a volunteer organization, cares more for people than for 
performance, is intergenerational, relational and in many more ways more 
like the First Century Church. Lyle Schaller, as usual has given us a useful, 
concise, pithy book on the special aspects of the small church in American 
life. As a former pastor of some seventeen small churches in five parishes in 
three conferences I can recommend this small volume for anyone wanting a 
sympathetic but accurate picture of our "small churches." 
John M. Vayhinger 
Health and Human Values: A Guide to Making Your Own Decisions, by Frank 
Harron, John Burnside, M.D., and Tom Beauchamp. New Haven: Yale 
University Press. 1983. 194 pp., Cloth $24.95, paper $6.95. 
Developments in biomedical research, the practice of medicine, and the 
delivery of health care in the last thirty years have been revolutionary. 
Consequently difficult and complex moral dilemmas with public policy 
implications have been raised for the health care practitioner, the patient, 
and society at large. 
The moral issues thus created are no longer merely the purview of 
specialists, but must also be dealt with by the general public. In order to 
provide the general public with reliable information the Society of Health 
and Human Values, a professional society of medical educators and others. 
has been active since the mid- l 960's in exploring the human values 
dimension of contempory medical education. 
This book is one of four publications intended to engage a broad range of 
persons in informed decision making regarding key health and human value 
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questions. The volume deals with such issues as abortion, euthanasia, death 
and personhood, the "right" to knowledge about one's condition, the 
"right" to health and health care, applied genetics. 
The book contains case studies and background discussions of important 
moral, medical and legal topics, selected readings from prominent writers in 
medicine, theology, philosophy, law, and related fields, and annotated 
bibliographies of recommended articles, books, anthologies, literary works, 
and audio-visual resources. 
The authors bring significant personal credibility to the contents of this 
book. Frank Harron is director of the Health and Human Values Program in 
Philadelphia. John Burnside is professor of medicine at Pennsylvania State 
University. Tom Beauchamp is professor of philosophy at Georgetown 
University. 
Dr. Frank Bateman Stanger 
President Emeritus 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Eerdman's Handbook to the World's Religions. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans, 1982. 
"Handbook" is a correct designation for this useful one-volume resource. 
It has features of a textbook in that there are reasonably comprehensive 
disucssions of human religion and the various religious traditions of the 
world. As such, it could be used as a text for high school and college classes. 
It is like a dictionary in that it offers easy access to specific information: part 
seven is called a rapid fact-finder, and there are numerous, brief verbal 
sketches, beautiful color pictures, charts and maps throughout the volume. 
As such it will serve well in the home or church library as a reference tool. 
The vast majority of the material is fair to the various world religions 
discussed, Christian interpretation being generally reserved for the section of 
Christianity called, "Religion: or the Fulfillment of Religion?" 
The one defect of the volume of a general nature is the absence of any 
bibliographical resources for further study, or checking out the assertions of 
the more than fifty contributors. 
A.H. Mathias Zahniser 
Associate Professor of World Religions 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Living Hymn Stories, by Wilbur Konkel. Bethany House Publishers, 
Minneapolis, MN. 1982, 120 pp. $3.95 
Konkel has selected twenty-nine hymns primarily from the nineteenth 
century. Stories of the writers of the hymns are interwoven with scripture and 
life experiences to bring each text to life. 
Charles Kessler Sims 
Associate Professor of Church Music 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
The Marquis' Secret, By George MacDonald, Bethany House Publishers, 
Minneapolis, 1982 (reissue of 1877 original), 228 pp. $4.95 
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This novel and its predecessor, The Fisherman's Lady, are good examples 
of the ability of the Christian writer, George MacDonald, to convey 
Christian truth in story form. Unfortunately the writing style is that of the 
last century. Its lengthy narrative passages and florid descriptions will make 




Co/ossians and Philemon (Word Biblical Commentary), by Peter T. O'Brien. 
Waco, TX: Word, 1983. 
The Peter O'Brien commentary on Colossians and Phi lemon is number 44 
in the Word Biblical Commentary, whose total scope is 52 projected 
volumes. Dr. O'Brien is an Australian scholar whose service has included 
teaching and administration at Union Biblical Seminary at Yavatmal, India. 
He is now head of the New Testament Department of Moore Theological 
College, New South Wales, Australia. 
The commentary includes a complete introduction on both books, 
comprising about fifteen percent of the volume's pages. The introduction to 
Colossians incorporates a valuable segment on the "Colossian Heresy," 
reviewing what he calls "a bewildering variety of hypotheses" concerning its 
nature. 
Soundings in the Colossians section included the extensive treatment of 
the classic passage on the nature of Christ ( 1: 15-20). The exhaustive critical 
comment on this passage is carefully and helpfully summarized. The great 
hymn to Christ is seen as indebted to Old Testament Wisdom literature, but 
nonetheless Pauline in authorship. In this context, the commentary gives an 
extended treatment of Paul's use of ekklesia in Colossians and Philemon. 
The Word series is based on a standard format, which begins with a 
bibliography on the Scripture passage, a translation, a segment called 
Form/Structure/Setting, and Expository comment based on the Greek text. 
This enables one to dip into the volume at differing levels of intensity. True to 
this intent, this commentary promises solid help both to the serious scholar 
and to the less skilled investigator. However, the weight and extent of the 
material, as well as the price tag on the book, will daunt the merely casual. It 
is a solid commentary and a valuable addition to any library. 
H. Mark Abbott 
Pastor, First Free Methodist Church 
Seattle, WA 
Jude, 2 Peter (Word Biblical Commentary), by Richard J. Bauckham, Waco, 
TX: Word, 1983. 
"No New Testament books have been more neglected by scholars than 
Jude and 2 Peter" is Dr. Richard Bauckham's estimate in the preface to this 
commentary. This is because they are judged to be late in date and of little 
theological value. 
It is this commentator's desire to begin a process to remedy this neglect. 
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He is lecturer in the History of Christian Thought at the University of 
Manchester, England, and is a specialist in eschatology and apocalypticism. 
His 1983 commentary in the Word series is designed for "the fledgling 
student, the working minister, as well as for colleagues in the guild of 
professional scholars and teachers." 
It is Bauckham 's perspective that Jude was written before 2 Peter and that 
the latter shows signs of literary dependence on the earlier work. He 
tentatively dates Jude before the martyrdom of James in A.O. 62, argues that 
the letter was written by Jude, the brother of Jesus, and suggests that it 
"offers a rare glimpse into those original Palestinian Christian circles in 
which Jesus' own blood relations were leaders." 
2 Peter, Bauckham believes, was not written by the Apostle Peter, but is 
the letter of the church at Rome, actually written by an unknown Christian 
leader between 80 and 90 A.O. The writer's authority is not his own, but 
rather "lies in the faithfulness with which he transmits and interprets for a 
new situation, the normative teaching of the apostles." Thus, claims 
Bauckham, "the pseudepigraphal device is therefore not a fraudulent means 
of claiming apostolic authority, but embodies a claim to be a faithful 
mediator of the apostolic message." Though many evangelicals may balk at 
this line of reasoning, it does not prevent the volume from being a valuable 
library asset. 
The solid critical and expository comment of this volume make it 
particularly valuable to the serious student and in depth expository preacher. 
H. Mark Abbott 
Islam and Christian Witness, Martin Goldsmith. Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 1982. 157 pp. 
"Only an ostrich can ignore Islam today," declares Martin Goldsmith, an 
experienced missionary to Muslims and a lecturer in missiology at a 
Christian college in England. Throughout the world, including North 
America, Islam is making significant advances. Nevertheless, Christians are 
often ignorant of the major beliefs and practices of Muslims as well as how to 
relate to them. Goldsmith provides a helpful overview oflslamic convictions 
and how they relate to Christian affirmations in the world of today, with 
some guidance as to how Christians may enter into meaningful relationship 
and dialogue with Muslims in hopes that they may commit themselves to 
Christ. 
For those laypersons and clergy who may never have a chance to study 
Islam in depth, this book will provide a valuable resource. 
Russell A. Jacobsen 
Student 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
The Search for Christian America by Mark A. Noll, Nathan 0. Hatch. 
George M. Marsden. Westchester, Illinois; Crossway Books, 1983. $6.95 
The Princeton Theology: 1812-1921, by Mark A. Noll, editor and compiler. 
Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1983. $14.95. 
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A Documentary History of Religion in America: Since 1865 edited by Edwin S. 
Gaustad. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1983. $16.95. 
These books off er exceptional resources to a discerning readership. In 
chronologial scope they move from the founding of America to a 
contemporary reflection of the Christian roots of the nation (Search); they 
develop the specialized history of one of the most influential American 
theological schools (Princeton); and, they offer documents of great variety in 
the broad sweep of religion in the post-helium period of American history 
(Documentary History). 
The authors of Search wrestle with ambiguity in their analysis. They are 
not warm toward the concept of America as the "Christian nation," 
believing that such a notion retards a legitimate quest for the development of 
Christian action in society. The perception of the past as a kind of" golden 
age" makes more steep the climb to an effective Christian witness and 
evangelism, which the authors surely affirm. 
The second volume (Princeton) sets forth the sturdy effort of a major 
Reformed seminary to give reasoned answers to church and society, on the 
issues posed by science, philosophy and Scripture. Theologians like Charles 
and A.A. Hodge, Archibald Alexander, and B.B. Warfield stand "larger 
than life" in their magnificent analyses of cosmology, inspiration, biblical 
authority, evolutionism, and much more. Founded n 1812, Princeton shaped 
church and nation in a substantially conservative theology which 
represented stability in a century of ferment (as Alice Felt Tyler's Freedom 
Ferment describes). 
Gaustad's work is the completion of his two volume documentary 
collection. It is a worthy complement to the earlier assembling of documents 
by Smith, Handy, and Loetsher, American Christianity in two volumes, 
published in 1960. While Gaustad's work cannot replace this earlier work in 
depth, it offers greater breadth. Students of the Holiness movement will be 
less than ecstatic about the focus in which the movement is placed (see page 
299). Gaustad is aware of the work of Timothy L. Smith. He ought to be 
apprised of Melvin E. Dieter's definitive The Holiness Revival of the 
Nineteenth Century. This could protect his scholarly flanks against a 
questionable representation of the movement which was and is a dynamic 
spiritual and social force in American history. Readers will find that George 
Marsden's interpretive Fundamentalism and American Culture helps even the 
score. 
The reader should not be misled by this criticism. The volume is deserving 
of high praise as a superlative achievement. 
Leon 0. Hynson 
Professor of Church History and Historical Theology 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Love Them In: The Life and Theology of D.L. Moody, by Stanley N. Gundry. 
Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1976 (Paperback edition, 1982). 252 pp. 
$6.95. 
Dwight L. Moody was not a systematic theologian, but he had many 
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things to say about the Bible. Stanley Gundry takes Moody's sermons and 
public statements, and examines them in depth to reveal Moody's theology. 
According to Gundry, this is the first full-length critical analysis of 
Moody's theology. The first chapter is a concise, well-written biography. 
Gundry's basic mode of presentation is interpretation of primary sources. 
He disproves what some think Moody believed. Gundry states, "The 
primary purpose of this book, then, is to set forth Moody's understanding of 
theology, thereby correcting any misconceptions that may exist, and casting 
light on the context of the evangelical Protestantism in which Moody lived 
and moved in the last quarter of the nineteenth century." Taking into 
consideration that Moody never claimed to be a theologian, Gundry seems 
to do a good job systematizing Moody's thoughts. Keep in mind this was 
originally written as a doctoral thesis. 
Wesley D. Oden 
Student 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
A Time for Anger, by Franky Schaeffer. Westchester, Illinois: Crossway 
Books, 1982. 206 pp. $5.95. 
This book bears the provocative subtitle, "The Myth of Neutrality," and 
serves to prod all forms of complacency with respect to the conventional 
wisdom of humanistic and quasi-humanistic approach to major issues posed 
by modern communications, modern secular judicial attitudes and 
prescriptions, and the increasing tendency toward an unthinking objectivity. 
It is basically a call to intelligent "taking of sides" where issues of ethical 
weight are concerned. 
Its chief merit is its dogged adherence to a task conceived as vitally 
reflective of Gospel mandates, in the face of increasing ethical and 
political relativism. It prods the cult of non-commitment no less than the 
widespread of ideas and positions formerly regarded as countercultural. This 
is not a volume to be read for entertainment; as the old saying goes, it serves, 
not to comfort the afflicted, but to afflict the comfortable and complacent. 
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